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The Failure of the Red Deer Industrial School
By Uta H. Fox, MA, CRM

While attending ARMA Canada's 29th Conference in Saskatoon, SK, in 2013, I was privileged to
listen to a session entitled '`The Cost and Complexity of Digitizing Records for the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission." It was delivered by Martin McGarry, PMP and Terry Reilly who
provided an excellent presentation on the challenges of gathering, preserving and making
accessible the stories and experiences of those who had been impacted by the residential
schools in Canada.
Following ARMA Canada's conference in Saskatoon, I went to Red Deer, AB. I had been invited
to attend the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada's Public Sharings, June 6 to 8th,
hosted by the Remembering the Children Society. This society was formed by Red Deer's
Sunnybrook United Church, First Nations and Métis peoples in 2005 after some church
members discovered the'Red Deer Industrial School's cemetery existed, but was not cared for.
The society's mission was'and continues to be to work to protect the Red Deer Industrial
School's cemetery as a gesture of healing and reconciliation with Métis and First Nations
peoples.
Not only was I invited to attend the hearings, I was to be inducted by the Remembering
Children Society's as a Honourary Witness for my master's thesis entitled "The Failure of the
Red Deer Industrial School" completed in 1993 as a requirement for my Master of Arts degree
from the University of Calgary.
This thesis provided society members with information that they used to gather the
descendants of former students of the Red Deer Industrial School who shared the history and
legacy of this institution and inspired support in preserving the cemetery. Many of the Métis
and First Nations peoples had been unaware of this institution and its impact on their history.
The pamphlet Remembering the Children, June 6, 7, 8, 2013, Red Deer, Alberta"1 states:

Remembering the Children, July 6, 7, 8, 2013 Red Deer, Alberta, Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada. Accessed
2016 January 29. http://www.trc.ca/websitesnrcinstitution/File/pdfs/Remembering%20the%20Children%20June%2068%202013%20Full%20program.pdf

Honourary witnesses are called upon to be the keepers of history when an event of
historic significance occurs. Bearing witness to the thought provoking stories of
residential school Survivors helps to validate the survivor experience. Honourary
Witnesses are then asked to store and care for the history they have witnessed and
most importantly, to share it with their own community when they return home.
In 2013 I did not have an opportunity to make my thesis publically available and when I
completed it in 1993, only a limited number of copies were printed. The university, of course,
makes it available on microfilm or microfiche, but that is not always a convenient format for
anyone wishing to access this information.
Now, with the inaugural issue of RIM CANCON, an ARMA Canada publication, in 2016, I honour
my obligation as an Honourary Witness and share the history of the Red Deer Industrial School.
Interestingly, in the fall of 2015 it was announced that the history and impact of residential
schools will become part of the curriculum in Canadian schools2. Industrial schools were the
precursor to residential schools and their history must also be shared.
I have been searching for a vehicle to impart this history which was made possible by past
record keepers who kept and preserved the letters, directives, memos and other
correspondence that so carefully documented this institution's rise and fall: the role of the
Methodist Church and federal government, the teachers and other staff members, the work
performed, the studies the students completed and the skills they acquired.

Uta H. Fox, MA, CRM
2016 February 20

"Ca no d a's residential school story to be taught in classrooms this fall," CBS News, Edmonton, AB.
http://www.cbc.canews/canadaedmontonicanada-s-residential-school-story-to-be-taught-in-classrooms-thisfall-1.3216399, accessed 2016 February 17.
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ABSTRACT

Operating from 1893 to 1919, the Red Deer Industrial
School, financed by the federal government and managed by the
Methodist Church, became one of a number of institutions
designed to inculcate selected Indian students into EuroCanadian society. Both the government and the church were
attempting to address the future of Amerindians especially as
their traditional means of livelihood had ended and settlement
on the prairies was beginning. Education became the principal
means of acculturating and ensuring that the goals of
Christianizing, civilizing, and "Canadianizing" would be
realized.
Yet the federal government never provided the Red Deer
Industrial School with sufficient financial resources for the
Methodist Church to implement the educational programme.
Inadequate funding, directly responsible for the poor quality
of staff, also ensured that education would be subordinate to
the school's agricultural output. The parents, who were never
consulted about the children's education opposed the school's
programme and its location.
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1
Introduction
Today, at the old Red Deer River crossing on the CalgaryEdmonton Trail, the buildings of the institution have
disappeared.1

The cemetery, overgrown by bush and trees,

lies at the south end of a hay field. Looking carefully one
can discern burial indentations, but the grave markers are
gone. Little visible evidence remains that here on this site,
for twenty-six years nearly 350 children worked, studied, and
played.
A considerable amount of academic research is underway on
the history of Amerindian schooling in Western Canada.2
1Georgean C. Parker, Proud Beginnings: Pictorial History
of Red Deer (Red Deer and District Museum Society, 1981), p.
36. Some of the stone from the school has been recycled, used
in refurbishing St. Luke's Anglican Church in the city of Red
Deer, Alberta.

2E.

Brian Titley, J.R. Miller, Jacqueline Gresko, and
Linda Bull have made major contributions to the study of
Indian Industrial education. In Titley's "Indian Industrial
Schools in Western Canada," Schools in Canadian Educational
History, ed. Nancy M. Sheehan, et al (Calgary: Detselig, 1986)
he claims that although some students did acquire basic
agricultural, domestic, and literacy skills, overall the
system of industrial schooling failed. Less than 10% of
Indian children were enrolled in these schools, and few became
integrated into non-Indian society, see pp. 149-150. J.R.
Miller argues in "Owen Glendower Hotspur, and Canadian Indian
Policy," Sweet Promises: A Reader on Indian-White Relations in
Canada, ed. J.R. Miller (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1991) that the traditional picture of a coercive government
and missionaries controlling Indian education disregards the
influence that parents exerted through their "protesting,
petitioning, sending children to competing institutions," and
Jacqueline Gresko's
boycotting the schools, see p. 340.
"White 'Rites and Indian 'Rites': Indian Education and Native
Responses in the West, 1870-1910," Western Canada Past and
Present, ed. A.W. Rasporich (Calgary: McClelland & Stewart
West Ltd., 1975) also points to Indian resistance to
assimilation. In fact, she contends that education as an

2
Unfortunately, however, few case studies of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century Alberta Indian boarding
or residential schools (located on the Indian reserves
themselves) and industrial schools (established away from
individual -reserves) presently exist.3 More are needed. This
thesis reviews the history of one such institution which
operated in Alberta from 1893 to 1919. Funded by the federal
government,4 but managed by the Methodist Church, the Red Deer
Industrial School epitomized the symbiotic relationship
established between the church and state to realize the common
policy of Christianizing, "Civilizing," and "Canadianizing"
the Indians in the present-day prairie provinces.
Both the Methodist Church and the federal government
intrument of assimilation encouraged Indian adherence to
traditional social and religious institutions, see p. 164. By
contrast, Linda Bull's "Indian Residential Schooling: the
Native Perspective" (M.Ed., University of Alberta, 1991)
condemns industrial schools as institutions which created
cultural discontinuities, broken family ties and bonds, and
social and psychological breakdowns still evident today. p.
82.
3Short treatments include Joan Scott-Brown, "The Short
Life of St. Dunstan's Calgary Indian Industrial School, 18961907," Canadian Journal of Native Education, Vol. 14, No. 1
(1987), pp. 41-49; E. Brian Titley, "Dunbow Indian Industrial
School: an Oblate Experiment in Education," Western Oblate
Studies 2, ed. Raymond Huel (Lewiston: The Edwin Mellen Press,
1992), pp. 95-113; and E. Brian Titley, "Red Deer Indian
Industrial School: A Case Study in the History of Native
Education," Exploring our Educational Past: Schooling in the
North-West Territories and Alberta, ed. Nick Kach, KasMazurek
(Calgary: Detselig Enterprises Ltd., 1992), pp. 55-72.
4Under the British North America Act (1867) Indians are
recognized as a federal responsibility. When Alberta became
a province in 1905, Indians (those under the Indian Act)
remained under federal, not provincial jurisdiction.
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sought to create a homogenous society based on Euro-Canadian
values and culture.

In the late nineteenth and early

twentieth century public policy-makers and the general public
at large, believed that the North American Indians were a
"doomed race" on the road to extinction. They wanted to help
the Indian people to adjust. But, as this thesis argues, the
federal government and the Methodist Church refused to make
the necessary expenditures to help the Red Deer experiment
thrive.5
This thesis reviews the reasons for the failure of the
Red Deer Industrial School.

Chapter One introduces the

background to both the school and to Methodism. It examines
the Christian missionaries, their transformative mandate, and
the role of education within this process. To provide the
context of the Methodist Indians response to the Red Deer
Industrial School, this chapter includes a brief overview of
the Alberta Indians' existence following the signing of
Treaties Six and Seven.
The origins of industrial education within Canada are
explored in Chapter Two. Educators at the turn of the century
believed that an industrial education would provide Amerindian
students with the skills to become self-sufficient members of

5E.R. Daniels contends that the government's provisions
for Indian education were "guided by the dictates of fiscal
responsibility rather than by ideas of philanthropic
magnanimity." E.R. Daniels, "The Legal Context of Indian
Education in Canada" (Ph.D. Thesis, University of Alberta,
1973), p. 158.

4
the larger society.

When the Red Deer school came into

existence, however, fiscal restraint had become the federal
government's catch-word. The fact that the Department of
Indian Affairs funding remained limited throughout the
school's entire twenty-six year history, hampered each and
every principal.
Chapter Three examines the history of the institution
between 1895 to 1907. Since the school's establishment the
salaries offered were too low to allow the institution to
compete effectively for good teachers. A bizarre inquiry into
the school's affairs in 1902-1903 exposed the instability (and
incompetence) of a number of the appointees. It also revealed
the Indian Department's indifference to Indian education. The
need to become more economically self-supporting led the
school to expand its agricultural facilities. This entailed
excessive student labour and corporal punishment which angered
parents. Many Methodist Indians responded by refusing to send
their children to Red Deer. In fact, native resistance to the
school contributed greatly to its failure.
The institution's last twelve years, from 1907 to 1919,
are reviewed in Chapter Four. Ironically, just as the Red
Deer school acquired a principal, the Reverend Arthur Barner,
who put the concerns and welfare of his students above those
of the ledger book, the department began to phase out
industrial schools. By 1907 the earlier enthusiasm for this
approach to Indian education had declined. The Department of

5
Indian Affairs now promoted improved day schools, while the
Methodist Church favoured boarding schools on the reserves.
Nevertheless, Barner attempted to reverse the negative
reputation that the school had acquired among the parents.
Declining enrolment, parental boycotts, and worst of all, an
end to departmental authorizations to repair the school
defeated him and Joseph F. Woodsworth, his successor. The
school closed in 1919.
Over the course of its twenty-six-year history the Red
Deer Industrial School faced considerable funding and staff
problems, and like most Indian schools, had a high illness and
mortality rate among its students. Desertions too were common.
But as this thesis argues, not all that occurred at this
institution was negative. The end of the Plains buffalo and
the arrival of a quarter of a million settlers to Alberta in
the period from the treaties to the outbreak of World War One
had transformed the life of the Alberta Indian.6 Through
education the Christian Churches and the federal government
attempted to introduce a new economic base for the Western
Canadian Indians, who faced not only the loss of the buffalo
but also a series of epidemics which greatly reduced their
numbers. (Their population declined by roughly two-thirds in

6Donald

B. Smith, "The Original Peoples of Alberta,"
Peoples of Alberta: Portraits of Cultural Diversity, ed.
Howard and Tamara Palmer (Saskatoon: Western Producer Prairie
Books, 1985), p. 70.

6
the period from the 1870s to the First World War).7 Students
did learn fundamental skills necessary for survival. The
domesticity that the girls acquired, and the agricultural
training the school provided the boys, prepared many for an
agricultural existence on the prairie reserves. It introduced
them to new skills of reading and writing in English, and to
basic arithmetic. Several former students later played an
important role in the growth of Indian political organizations
in the province.
This thesis argues that federal undercapitalization
contributed greatly to the Red Deer Industrial School's
failure.

Financial deficiencies prevented the Methodist

Church from hiring the best staff and providing the
appropriate school buildings and programmes. The Methodists'
own unwillingness to sacrifice their Asian missions and
missions to immigrants in Canada further reduced their
financial commitment to the industrial school. This also
weakened the Red Deer institution. The Methodists own lack
of sensitivity to Indian views and values, a common attitude
in the larger society itself, augmented parental resistance to
the industrial school which also explains the institution's
. failure.

7Ibid., p. 70. Approximately 18,000 Indians (those that
the federal government recognized as Indians under the Indian
Act) lived in Alberta in the 1870s, but by the 1920s only
6,000 remained.

Chapter One
Background to the Establishment of
The Red Deer Industrial School
The Red Deer Industrial School, located a few kilometres
west of Red Deer, Alberta, operated from 1893 to 1919 under
the auspices of the Methodist Church of Canada.

This

institution, the first of two industrial schools that the
Methodists operated on the Prairies (the second being the
Brandon Institute which opened two years later in 1895), was
one of a number of industrial schools funded by the federal
government but managed by a religious denomination.
In general, Christian missionaries in nineteenth century
Canada viewed the Natives life-styles and their spirituality
as "heathenistic.". As John Webster Grant notes, missionaries
first observed that "Indians had little if any religion, or at
the most a few superstitions, and that their own task would be
to fill a vacuum."1 In responding to what they perceived to
be a

"spiritual void," the missionaries introduced

Christianity, a Christianity which, in essence, became
synonymous with European civilization and values.

They

preached the need for a new faith and also an entire new life.
Methodism, a Protestant denomination, had evolved from
the preaching of John Wesley. Aided by his brother Charles
and their followers, John Wesley yearned to revive the
fundamental aspects of religion in England, and to instill a
1John Webster Grant, Moon of Wintertime: Missionaries and
the Indians of Canada in Encounter since 1534 (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1984), p. 22.
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"passion that came from an inward experience of Christ."2 In
the mid-eighteenth century they established enthusiastic
spiritual and devotional societies (or class meetings) to
study the Bible. These meetings supplemented the Anglican
faith, the practice of which Wesley regarded as too formal and
cold. Wesley never envisioned Methodism or 'Methodists'-- so
named because of their "orderly life of prayer, worship and
service to the poor"3-- as a separate entity; instead, he
intended the evangelicalism and revivalism to revitalize the
Anglican Church.

Only after his death in 1791 did the

Methodists institute themselves as a separate denomination.
The Bible constituted the foundation of Methodist
theology. Wesley based his belief in human sinfulness on the
account in Genesis of the garden of Eden and the "Fall" of
Adam.4 Sin, divided into original (inherited) and actual
(wilful), could be overcome only by "the power of God's love,
mercy, and forgiveness."5
Methodism meant change. Sinners who had found salvation
had to modify their life-styles to strive for Christian

2Cyril Davey, John Wesley and the Methodists (London:
Marshall Pickering, 1985), P- 73Ibid.,

p. 8.

4Lovett

Hayes Weems, Jr., The Gospel According to Wesley:
A Summary of John Wesley's Message (Nashville, Discipleship
Resources, 1982), p. 8.
5Ibid.,

pp. 8-11.
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perfection.6 The Methodists viewed education as one of the
most important means to achieve this goal.
In the early nineteenth century the Methodist Church in
Upper Canada had launched, and sustained, a strong missionary
outreach to the Amerindians. American-born William Case
believed strongly in the need to provide them with Christian
missionaries.

In 1821 the Methodist minister converted

Kahkewaquonaby or Peter Jones (1802-1856), the son of an
American surveyor and a Mississauga Indian woman.7 Egerton
Ryerson, the future organizer of the modern Ontario school
system, served as the first permanent Methodist missionary to
the Ojibwas at Credit River.8 Successfully these Methodist
Church workers recruited Ojibwa Indians such as Peter Jacobs,
in 1825; John Sunday, in 1826; and Shahwahnegezhik (Henry
Steinhauer), in th/p early 1830s. In turn, these men helped to
establish Methodist societies among the Indians. Day schools,
and later an industrial school near London, Ontario (the Mount
Elgin School at Muncey, southwest of London) became important
institutions in the Methodist Church's programme.
The Hudson's Bay Company invited the Methodist Church to
send missionaries to Rupert's Land in 1840. Early Methodist
missionaries included: James Evans, who introduced literacy to
()Donald B. Smith, Sacred Feathers: The Reverend Peter
Jones (Kahkewaguonbv) and the Mississauga Indians (Lincoln,
University of Nebraska Press, 1987), p. 55.
7Ibid.,

p. 92.

8Ibid.,

p. 80.
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the Cree nation through the syllabic system of writing he
invented; Robert Rundle, who preached from Fort Edmonton to
the Rocky Mountains in present-day central Alberta; and Ben
Sinclair, the Metis, who established a mission and a
settlement - at Pigeon Lake, south of Fort Edmonton, after
Rundle's departure in the late 1840s. A second wave of
Methodists followed in the 1850s and 1860s; Henry Steinhauer,
who established a mission at Whitefish Lake; Thomas Woolsey at
Victoria settlement (now Pakan, Alberta); and George McDougall
and his son John, initially at Victoria in the 1860s, and
later at Morleyville in the 1870s.
After Treaty Six (1876) and Treaty Seven (1877) however,
and the arrival of the first settlers, the emphasis of
Methodist mission work shifted from the Amerindians to the
newcomers, both the Canadian-born and the new European
immigrants. The opening of the Asian missions later led to a
new focus in the Methodists work. By the turn of the century
the church spent more on its Chinese and Japanese work than on
its prairie Amerindian missions.9 As William Magney, an
historian of Canadian Methodism has written, once the
Methodist Church committed itself to overseas mission work,
"interest in the Indian work...somewhat subsided."10
9George Neil Emery, "Methodism on the Canadian Prairies,
1896 to 1914: The Dynamics of an Institution in a New
Environment" (Ph.D. Thesis, University of British Columbia,
1970), PP- 6-7'
Magney, "The Methodist Church and the National
Gospel, 1884-1914," The Bulletin, No. 20, (1968), p. 47.
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The growth of large non-English speaking immigrant
communities in Western Canada (such as the Ukrainians) also
led the Methodist Church to sponsor missions to them. These
complemented the existing missions to French Canadians in
Montreal and the poor in Toronto." Anxious to assimilate
the immigrants into English-speaking life in Western Canada
the church provided the financial and human resources to
establish hospitals, institutional homes, and social
centres.12 This additional outreach placed added strain on
the Methodists already extended resources.
The transformation that the church underwent in the late
nineteenth century also helps to explain its declining zeal
for Canadian Indian mission work.

Biblical criticism,

Darwinism, and the emphasis on rational explanation, greatly
influenced Methodist theology contributing to a decline of
enthusiasm for Amerindian evangelization. Methodism became a
denomination that appealed to the urban middle class, and to
well-to-do farmers.13

The church lost much of its

11,Alvyn

J. Austin, Saving China: Canadian Missionaries
in the Middle Kingdom, 1880-1959 (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1986), pp. 25, 47.
12Murray

Wenstob, "The Work of the Methodist Church among
Settlers in Alberta up to 1914, with Special Reference to the
Formation of New Congregations and work among the Ukrainian
People" (Bachelor of Divinity, University of Alberta, 1959),
p. 116.
13Emery,

p. 7.
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evangelical heritage to the forces of secularization.14
The Methodists were not the first religious denomination
to enter Western Canada. Both Roman Catholic and Anglican
missionaries had preceded them. The Roman Catholic Father
Joseph Provencher had arrived in the Red River district in
1818, and in 1820, the Anglican John West also established a
mission station there.15
The Roman Catholic Church, like their Methodist
counterparts, worked mainly among the Cree and Assiniboine,
the First Nations longest associated with the fur trade in
Rupert's Land. The Catholic's expansion into the western
section of Rupert's Land began in 1842 when the Rev. Jean
Thibeault built the first mission in what is now Alberta at
Lac St. Anne. By 1844 Thibeault claimed over two thousand
converts.15 Catholic missions, priests, brothers, and nuns
increased. Father Albert Lacombe established the St. Albert
mission in 1862. Later the Grey Nuns came west to Lac St.
Anne, then to St. Albert, just outside of Fort Edmonton, to
begin schools, hospitals, and orphanages. In central Alberta
C4ho1ic missions spread to such points as Lac la Biche

14David B. Marshall, Secularizing the Faith: Canadian
Protestant Clergy and the Crisis of Belief, 1850-1940
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992), pp. 124-125.
15J.H. Riddell, Methodism in the Middle West (Toronto:
Ryerson Press, 1946), pp. 1-5.
15Rev. Emile J. Legal, Short Sketches of the History of
The Catholic Churches and Missions in Central Alberta
(Winnipeg: West Canada Publishing Co. Ltd., 1915), p. 10.
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(1853); Onion Lake (1876); Saddle Lake (1888); Whitefish Lake
(1884); and Hobbema (1880s).
The Anglican Church followed the Methodists and Roman
Catholics westward. Their outreach gained momentum in 1874
following -the appointment of John McLean as Bishop of
Saskatchewan. McLean, who had an ardent interest in the
Indians,17

stationed Robert Inkster at Saddle Lake in

1881.18 In the same year he appointed Samuel Trivett as
missionary to the Bloods, where he faced the Methodist John
Mclean.19 Within seven years the Anglicans forced Mclean to
withdraw.
The Methodists' retreat from the Blood community revealed
a number of problems with their western mission system: their
circuits were too large and understaffed, and they underpaid
their mission staff.20 Mclean, who for three years also had
to minister to the white population, never made any Amerindian

17Grant,

p. 156.

18Isaac

K. Mabindisa, "The Praying Man: The Life and Times
of Henry Bird Steinhauer" (Ph.D. Thesis, University of
Alberta), 1984, p. 426.
19There are a number of variations in spelling the
Methodist missionary John "Mclean's" name. "Mclean" himself
uses two forms; see title John McLean's The Indians of Canada:
Their Manners and Customs (London: Charles H. Kelly, 1892) and
John MacLean's Canadian Savage Folk: The Native Tribes of
Canada (Toronto: William Briggs, 1896). For the purposes of
this text, the spelling that Ernest Nix, Mclean's biographer
uses -- "Mclean," will be applied.
20James

Ernest Nix, "John Mclean's Mission to the Blood
Indians, 1880-1889" (M.A. Thesis, McGill University, 1977),
pp. 222-223.
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converts. In light of the results achieved, the Methodist
Church decided to close the mission, and subsequently
restricted its work to the Assiniboines (Stoneys) and the Cree
of what is n6w central Alberta.
Contemporary Methodist attitudes toward the Amerindians
of Western Canada current at the moment of the founding of the
Red Deer Industrial School, can be determined from the
writings of both John McDougall and John Mclean.21 John
McDougall, grew up in Upper Canada, becoming fluent in Ojibwa
and integrated into their cu1ture.22 When his family moved
west, he became multi-lingual (fluent in Cree) and multicultural.

He married Abigail Steinhauer, the Ojibwa

missionary's daughter.° Although John McDougall believed in
the urgent need to convert the Western Canadian Indians to
Christianity, and in the superiority of "civilization," he
still respected, to a degree, the plains hunters and
warriors' skills and life-style. To a certain extent he
21For a recent interpretation of the works of Mclean and
McDougall see Sarah Carter's "Man's Mission of Subjugation:
The Publications of John Maclean, John McDougall and Egerton
R. Young, Nineteenth-Century Methodist Missionaries in Western
Canada" (M.A. Thesis, University of Saskatchewan, 1980); see
also her "Missionaries' Indian: The Publications of John
McDougall, John Maclean and Egerton Ryerson Young," Prairie
Forum, Vol. 9, No. 1 (1984), pp. 27-43.
22John McDougall, Forest, Lake, and Prairie. Twenty Years
of Frontier Life in Western Canada, 1842-62 (Toronto: Ryerson
Press, 1895), p. 12. John McDougall was born at Owen Sound,
Upper Canada in 1842.
°Susan Jackel, "Introduction," in John McDougall's In the
Days of the Red River Rebellion (Edmonton: University of
Alberta Press, 1983), p. xxvi.
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sensed the dilemma of Indians facing conversion:

"The

religion of their fathers was good enough for their people.
Let the white man keep his faith, and let them alone in
theirs."24 Yet McDougall knew that the west would soon be
open to non-Indian settlement. The buffalo would continue to
decline in numbers. Christianity would prepare the Western
Canadian Indians for the settlers invasion. Like other
Christian missionaries, McDougall feared that the Indians left
to themselves would not survive government neglect, and the
corruptive elements of the settlers.25
John Mclean, who had spent twelve years among the Western
Canadian Indians, elaborated in greater detail about his views
on the Amerindian's future. He believed that the Indian race
was "doomed," and predicted its extinction. In his Canadian
Savage Folk, The Native Tribes of Canada, he cited such
empirical evidence as disease, unsanitary living conditions,
and badly-cooked food, as contributing factors. Mclean also
observed that "an intermingling with their white neighbors"
will result in a hybrid race which eventually will be totally

McDouga11, Forest, p. 194. McDougall escaped somewhat
from the stereotypical images surrounding the Indians.
Detailing the "drudgery" of the Indian women's lives, he
stated that the male Indian's life was not a "sinecure." John
McDougall, Pathfinding on the Plain and Prairie: Stirring
Scenes of Life in the Canadian North-West (Toronto: William
Briggs, 1889), pp. 12-13.
24

25Susan E. Dueck, "The Methodist Indian Day Schools and
Indian Communities in Northern Manitoba, 1890-1925" (M.A.
Thesis, University of Manitoba, 1986), p. 17.
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absorbed into, and united with, the settlers.26
As a Methodist missionary to the Bloods in the 1880s,
Mclean made an effort to learn the Blackfoot language and the
Bloods customs, but at the same time, he believed that their
only hope for survival lay in their adoption of the ways of
the Euro-Canadian community. The buffalo's disappearance from
the Canadian plains by 1880 left the Blackfoot, Assiniboine
(Stoney), Cree, and Saulteaux (Ojibwa) without a means of
economically supporting themselves. Mclean believed in the
need to eradicate all traces of the Amerindian culture.27
After their retreat from the Blood reserve in the late
1880s the Methodists' worked in the District of Alberta among
two groups: the Stoneys in the foothills at Morley, Paul's
band (White Whale Lake) near Edmonton; and among the Cree at
Saddle and Goodfish Lakes, and in the cluster of four reserves
near the new railway siding of Hobbema (created in 1892 when
the railway was extended north from Calgary to Edmonton).
Full-scale Methodist work among the Cree began after
Henry Steinhauer established his mission at Whitefish Lake in

26Mclean, Canadian Savage Folk, pp. 302-303. The belief
that Indians were doomed was shared by a plethora of artists,
travellers, surveyors, and sportsman from the east and Europe
who hastened to the plains to have a final opportunity "to see
the wild "redskin" in his natural setting before he passed
away into history." They came with ready-made romantic and
idealistic perceptions of what the Indian was and proceeded to
feed the stereotype. Daniel Francis, The Imaginary Indian:
The Image of the Indian in Canadian Culture (Vancouver:
Arsenal Pulp Press, 1992), p. 44.
aNclean,

The Indians of Canada, p. 322.
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1855. The Indian minister introduced the Cree to Methodism,
a sedentary life-style of agriculture, and education. He began
missions at Goodfish Lake, and following Treaty Six, Saddle
Lake as well. Steinhauer competed with Rev. William Newton
and the Anglican Church but he so successfully ministered to
the Indians here, that the Anglicans withdrew from their
mission at Saddle Lake.28
Henry Steinhauer's sons, Egerton and Robert, continued
his work. Both were educated at Victoria College at Cobourg,
Ontario. In turn they returned to their father's mission as
Methodist Church workers. Egerton left Victoria College in
1883 to assist his father at Goodfish Lake. Although the
family's poor financial situation had prevented Egerton from
completing his degree, Robert, became the first Western
Canadian Status Indian to receive a Bachelor of Arts degree in
1887.29

It is testimony to the Steinhauers influence and

dedication that following the disappearance of the buffalo in
28Mabindisa,
29Jean

p. 426.

L. Johnson, "The Steinhauers," in Cochrane and Area
Historical Society, Big Hill Cochrane and Area (Calgary: D.W.
Friesen & Son, 1977), pp. 93-96. Robert married an Indian
woman in 1893 and they had ten children; Egerton (1858-1932)
married Sarah E. Helliwell of Toronto and settled at Morley.
Another of H.B. Steinhauer's sons, Arthur, was the father of
James Arthur, who was a student at the Red Deer Industrial
School from 1893 to 1900. James was the father of Ralph
Garvin Steinhauer, the ninth Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta,
and the first Indian Canadian to become Lieutenant-Governor of
a province. Lieutenant-Governor Steinhauer also attended the
Red Deer Industrial School from 1912-1914. For a biography of
Lieutenant-Governor Steinhauer, see J.W. Grant MacEwan, Metis
Makers of History (Saskatoon: Western Producer Prairie Books,
1981), pp. 153-156.
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the late 1870s, the Methodist Indians of the Whitefish and
Goodfish Lakes always had enough to eat.30
The McDougalls established the Methodist Church among the
Stoney Indians.

George McDougall first encountered the

Stoneys in- 1864. They so impressed him that he promised to
build a mission in their midst.m When his son John founded
Morleyville, in the foothills of southern Alberta in 1873, he
fulfilled his promise. John McDougall constructed a church,
an orphanage, and a school at Morleyville, from which he
travelled to the Cree and Blackfoot as well as the Stoneys.32
To supplement the missionary staff, McDougall made use of lay
teachers and assistants.
In the 1860s and 1870s the McDougalls also made converts
among the Cree. George McDougall moved to Edmonton in 1871,
where he completed a mission house and church. The Rev. Peter
Campbell also had a mission at Woodville (Pigeon Lake) and the
following year transferred to Victoria (Pakan). Additional
Methodist activity centered at Battle River under the

30Mabindisa,

p. 541.

M Leslie

J. Hurt, "The McDougalls and Victoria, 18641867," Historic Sites & Archives Journal, Vol. 3, No. I (May,
1990), pp. 8-10.
Ernest J. Nix, Mission Among the Buffalo: The Labours
of the Reverends George M. and John C. McDougall in the
Canadian Northwest, 1860-1876 (Toronto: The Ryerson Press,
1960), p. 93.
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direction of Rev. E.B. Glass.33 In 1888, Bear's Hill near
Hobbema was added.34
Education remained the Methodists principle means of
Christianizing, civilizing, and "Canadianizing" the
Amerindians.

In Ontario the Methodists had gained

considerable experience in Indian education. Peter Jones had
been influential in establishing the Mount Elgin Industrial
School at Munceytown, Upper Canada in 1849. Mount Elgin
sought to teach the Indians to become self-reliant in the new
settler society. The Ojibwa missionary had envisioned the day
that Indians would be as fluent linguistically and culturally
in both the settler and Indian worlds as he had become.35
Modelled on the manual-labour school developed in 1804 by
Gideon Blackburn, a Presbyterian missionary working with the
Cherokee Indians, Mount Elgin stressed equal time for work and

study .36
The Mount Elgin institute was the Methodists' only Indian

33Glass' experiences at Battle River mission are recorded.
See E.B. Glass, "History of Methodism: On Battle River
Mission," PAA, Acc. 76.387, Item 5345, UCC Collection.
34Florence C. Wilkinson, "The Indians of Alberta Hear the
Gospel: The Story of the Development of Indian Missions in
Alberta under the churches which entered Union: 1840-1915,"
(Th.M. Thesis, University of Toronto, 1963), p. 120.
35Smith,

Sacred Feathers, p. 193.

36Grant,

p. 86.
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boarding school operating in Eastern Canada in the 1880s.37
In the words of Mrs. Frederick Stephenson, an early Methodist
Church historian, Mount Elgin Indian students were to acquire:
a common English education, the boys were to be
taught farming and useful trades, the girls sewing,
housekeeping, knitting and spinning, so that they
would be fitted to become good wives and homemakers. It was hoped the schools would prepare
students to become preachers, teachers, and leaders
in their own communities where the adjustment to
settled living demanded new means of livelihood.38
The Mount Elgin institute, however, did not live up to
expectations. Operated and controlled by non-Indian teachers
and principals, the students "failed to become the legion of
Indian missionaries, teachers, and interpreters-- the symbols
of power-- that Peter Jones had prayed for."39

It did

however, become a prototype for Methodist industrial schools
in the Canadian west. The Methodists would rely on the
experience and knowledge amassed at Mount Elgin to establish
and run the Red Deer Industrial School.
Both the Stoneys and the Plains Cree, the First Nations
among whom the Methodists had made converts, incorporated
numerous bands within their organizational structure. Stoney
bands in the foothills included the Bearspaw, Chiniki, and

37Mrs. Frederick C. Stephenson, One Hundred Years of
Canadian Methodist Missions, 1824-1924 (Toronto: The
Missionary Society of the Methodist Church, 1925), P- 8238Stephenson;

p. 79.

39Smith, Sacred Feathers, p. 214. See Enos Montour's
"Brown Tom's School Days" for a review of school life at the
Mount Elgin institute by a former student.
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Goodstoney (later called the Wesley band). The Sharpheads and
Paul communities lived in the central portion of present-day
Alberta, separate from their fellow Stoneys in the foothills.
The Sharpheads had the most tragic history of all the Stoney
bands. Epidemics in 1883, 1889, and 1890, so reduced the
band's numbers that the government closed their reserve. The
few survivors went to the Paul and Morley bands.g Among the
Plains Cree communities, the Methodists, in the 1890s, worked
on the Saddle Lake reserve which incorporated the Pakan (James
Seenum), Little Hunter (and the Woods Cree of Blue Quills).
They also had some converts on the Hobbema reserves of Samson,
Ermineskin, Muddy Bull (soon called Louis Bull), and Bobtail
(later Montana). The Methodist presence was also strong at
Goodfish Lake and Whitefish Lake. All of these reserves would
send a number of their children to the Red Deer Industrial
School.
As on the Sharphead reserve, disease had taken its toll
among the Cree as well. The federal government caused the
survivors at the Paspaschase reserve to surrender it in 1885
(it is now part of Edmonton, Alberta). Bear's Ears reserve
closed and large sections of land were sold from the Enoch,
Saddle Lake, Bobtail, Samson, and Muddy Bull (Louis Bull)

gtugh A. Dempsey, Indian Tribes of Alberta (Calgary:
Glenbow-Alberta Institute, 1979), revised 1988, pp. 43-46.
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Figure 1: Map of Area Under Study
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Many Methodist Indians from reserves at Stoney (#6); Paul
(#8); Montana (#12); Samson (4t13); Ermineskin (4114); Louis
Bull (#15); Saddle Lake (#16); Goodfish Lake (4117); and
Whitefish Lake (4130) sent their children to the Red Deer
Industrial School. Map from Hugh Dempsey's Indian Tribes of
Alberta, pp. 96-97.
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reserves.41

The Rev. John McDougall worked to help

facilitate the surrender of Chief Samson's land. In fact, as
David Lupul points out in "The Bobtail Land Surrender, 42 the
government hired McDougall because of his "substantial
influence over Indians".° On account of Chief Samson's
faith in John McDougall, his band decided in 1909 to surrender
approximately 20,000 acres.
The newly-elected Liberal administration of Wilfred
Laurier worked from 1896 to 1911 to promote the relinquishment
of treaty lands. Following the Liberals election, Clifford
Sifton, the new Minister of the Interior, embarked on an
ambitious immigration policy to open up the west for
agriculture. Officials of the Indian Department worked to
obtain Indian lands for non-Native settlement." Frank
Oliver, Sifton's successor in 1905 (to 1911) as Minister of
the Interior, pursued Sifton's goals even more

14 Ibid, pp. 54-56.
42David Lupul, "The Bobtail Land Surrender," Alberta
History, Vol. 26, No. 1 (Winter 1978), pp. 29-39.

°Ibid., p. 34.
D.J. Hall, "Clifford Sifton and Canadian Indian
Administration, 1896-1905," Prairie Forum, Vol. II, No. 2
(1977), pp. 127-151; reprinted in As long as the Sun Shines
and Water Flows. A Reader in Canadian Native Studies, ed. A.L.
Getty and Antoine S. Lussier (Vancouver: University of British
Through disease the
Columbia Press, 1983), pp. 120-144.
number of prairie Indians had greatly declined since the
making of the numbered treaties, and the Liberal government
saw no reason why such extensive reserve lands should remain
in their hands. Hall, "Sifton," pp. 132-134.
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energetically.45 The Indian Act was revised to allow for the
surrender of what the department considered to be surplus
land, land not currently in use.46
For half-a-century the Canadian government had promoted
Christianizing, and "civilizing" of the Amerindians in
preparation for their eventual assimilation into the dominant
society.47 A decade before Confederation the Canadian
government, in 1857, passed an Act for the Gradual
Civilization of the Indian Tribes in the Canadas. Through
education Canadian policy-makers believed Indians would
become Christian farmers and full-members of the larger
Canadian society. The Act of 1857 put in place a process of
enfranchisement, or the gaining of Canadian citizenship.
46Ibid.,

"Sifton," p. 138.

"The policy recognized the existence of "excessive"
reserve lands which obstructed the growth of settlement. If
the Indians did not want to sell, the department used
compulsion. See J.R. Miller, Skyscrapers Hide the Heavens: A
History of Indian-White Relations in Canada (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1991), pp. 201-203. See also
Olive P. Dickason, Canada's First Nations: A History of
Founding Peoples from Earliest Times (Toronto: McClelland &
Stewart Inc, 1992), pp. 323-326. Sarah Carter, Lost Harvests:
Prairie Indian Reserve Farmers and Government Policy
(Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1990), suggests
that government policies such as "peasant" farming (a pseudoscientific belief Indian Commissioner Hayter Reed expounded)
left vast acres of prairie Indian reserves unimproved
agricultural land. Labour-saving implements were withdrawn
and replaced by home-made ones so that Indian could progress
through "civilization stages." see pp. 209-213.
47See Ken Coates, "Best Left as Indians: The Federal
Government and the Indians of the Yukon 1894-1950," The
Canadian Journal of Native Studies, Vol. 4, No. 2 (1984), pp.
179-204, for the federal government's reverse position on
dssimilation in the Yukon.
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Anticipating that the Indians would gradually apply and meet
the qualifications set by the Act for citizenship, officials
believed that within several generations the reserves would
disappear.48
Two years after Confederation the federal government
updated the legislation of 1857 with the Gradual
Enfranchisement Act which entrenched the objectives of the
Gradual Civilization Act. It added more powers to government
officials to implement federal policies at the expense of
Indian rights. In 1876 the federal government implemented the
Indian Act consolidating all existing Indian legislation. It
confirmed the existing legal category of Indians as special
wards of the federal government.49 Finally, Parliament
created the Department of Indian Affairs in 1880 to assist
with the implementation of the government's goals.
The bands that signed Treaties Six and Seven had no idea

48"Enfranchisement" was offered to male Indians (who had
passed a 3-year probation) over 21, of good moral character,
and literate in French or English. They received the franchise
and 20 hectares of reserve land in fee simple. It also
eliminated their Indian status while giving them Canadian
See Dickason's First Nations, p. 251; see also
status.
Miller's Skyscrapers, p. 206.
49E. Brian Titley, A Narrow Vision: Duncan Campbell Scott
and the Administration of Indian Affairs in Canada (Vancouver:
University of B.C. Press, 1986), p. 11. For a detailed account
of the intricacies of the Indian Act, see The Historical
Development of the Indian Act, ed. John Leslie & Ron Macquire,
Treaties and Historical Research Centre, Research Branch,
Corporate Policy, Department of Indian and Northern Affairs,
2nd edition, 1979.
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that the Indian Act would be applied to them.50 Treaty
Six," like the five treaties before it, was regarded by the
government as relinquishing title to land. In contrast, the
Indians viewed the treaties as the foundation of their rights,
relationships, and responsibilities. In exchange for their
land, the government promised annuities, hunting and fishing
rights, farming assistance, and education. To cite Treaty
Six: "Her Majesty agrees to maintain schools for instruction
in such reserves hereby made as to Her Government of the
Dominion of Canada may seem advisable, whenever the Indians of
the reserve shall desire it."52 Treaty Seven promised to pay
the salaries of teachers once the Indians were settled on

50

For the government's version of the Treaty negotiations

see Alexander Morris The Treaties of Canada with The Indians

of Manitoba and the North-West Territories including the
Negotiations on which they were based (Toronto: Belfords,
Clarke & Co., 1991), first published in 1880, pp. 168-244. See
also Richard T. Price's Indian Treaty Relationships (Edmonton:
Plains Publishing Inc., 1991), pp. 4-73, for a basic
interpretation of the treaty terms.
51See

Hugh A. Dempsey's Big Bear: The End of Freedom
(Vancouver: Douglas & McIntrye, 1984), pp. 57-107 for Big
Bear's position. Big Bear did not sign Treaty Six until 1882.
52John Leonard Taylor, Treaty Research Report: Treaty Six
(1876), Treaties and Historical Research Centre, Indian and
Northern Affairs Canada, 1985, p. 61. For the Native
perspective on treaties, see Chief John Snow, These Mountains
are our Sacred Places: The Story of the Stoney Indians
(Toronto: Samuel Stevens, 1977); Wayne E.A. Getty, "Perception
as an Agent of Sociocultural Change for the Stoney Indians of
Alberta," (M.A. Thesis, University of Calgary), 1974; The
Spirit of the Alberta Indian Treaties, ed. Richard Price
(Edmonton: Pica Pica Press, 1987).
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reserves.53
At the signing of Treaty Six those present had asked for
schools54, but did the Indians necessarily want the Christian
Churches to operate them? According to John Tootoosis, a Cree
born in 1899 on the Poundmaker's reserve in Saskatchewan (who
helped to organize several Saskatchewan Indian organizations
from the 1930s to the 1980s), the Indians did not want
missionaries as teachers.

Tootoosis points out that by

placing education in the hands of the churches, the government
breached the promise of an education comparable to that of
non-Indian children. With the Christian missionaries assuming
control over education, Tootoosis claimed, it became
subservient to religious indoctrination.55
Another important Cree political leader in the midtwentieth century, Joseph F. Dion, has also discussed what
Indian parents wanted in education in the late 1880s. He wrote
a series of articles from 1958 to 1960 that the Cree speakers
of the West in the late nineteenth century:
were looking for the best that the white man had to
teach us. If only the good work had continued as it
53Hugh A. Dempsey, Treaty Research Report: Treaty Seven,
Treaties and Historical Research Centre, Comprehensive Claims
Branch, Self-Government, 1987, p. 76.
54John

L. Taylor, "Two Views on the Meaning of Treaties
Six and Seven," The Spirit of the Alberta Indian Treaties,
ed. Richard Price .(Edmonton: Pica Pica Press, 1987), pp. 9-45.
p. 21.
55Norma

Sluman and Jean Goodwill, John Tootoosis:
Biography of Cree Leader (Ottawa: Golden Dog Press, 1982),
pp. 27-28.
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began. The Indians were endeavouring to work out
their own plans and their own self determination;
given the right kind of encouragement at that time,
the majority of my people would today be taking an
active and useful part in our national life.56
In reality the "right kind of encouragement" never
materialized. Assimilation, self-sufficiency, and citizenship
constituted both the churches and the government's goals.
Regardless of what some Plains Indians might have thought
about their children's education, the Department of Indian
Affairs paid little attention to their concerns. The Indian
Act of 1876 and its revisions made the Christian Churches and
the federal government partners. Parliament regarded the job
of changing the moral and spiritual values of the Amerindians
to be the province of the churches.57 In 1893 the federal
government allowed the Methodist Church a free hand to run the
Red Deer Industrial School. It also left the church with the
responsibility of paying an ever expanding share of the
institution's expenses.

U'Joseph

F. Dion, My Tribe the Crees, ed. Hugh A. Dempsey,
(Calgary: Glenbow Museum, 1979), p. 157. Also very revealing
are the comments of Edward Ahenakew, a third important Cree
leader in the mid-twentieth century see his Voices of the
Plains Cree (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1973).
57Ha11,

"Sifton," p. 128;
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Chapter Two
The First Years: Hope but no money, 1893-1895
The Red Deer Industrial School never experienced the
halcyon days of industrial school expenditures that Qu'Appelle
and Battleford had during the 1880s.1

During this period

both the churches and federal government optimistically
believed that the Amerindians could be quickly prepared for
their entry into the dominant society. The era of liberal
funding for the new industrial schools, however, only lasted
from 1883-84 until 1894 when the federal government instituted
a system of per capita grants.

In 1898 Clifford Sifton

bluntly told Alexander Sutherland, the General Secretary of
the Methodist Missionary Society: "The expenditure upon
Indians, and particularly upon Indian education, has reached
the high water mark, and we must now look to reducing rather
than increasing it in any way."2
Fifteen years before the establishment of the Red Deer
school the federal government had appointed lawyer-journalist
Nicholas Flood Davin3 to visit Indian schools in the United
States. In 1879 he made his recommendations. Although day
1 Jacqueline J. Kennedy, "Qu'Appelle Industrial School:
White 'Rite for the Indians of the Old North-West," (M.A.
Thesis, Carleton University, 1970), P . 83. Kennedy claims
that these institutions "had become show pieces both of
missionary zeal and of government benevolence."
2Ha11,
3For

"Sifton," p. 133.

a biography on N.F. Davin see C.B. Koester, Mr.
Davin, M.P.: A Biography of Nicholas Flood Davin, (Saskatoon,
Western Producer Prairie Books, 1980).
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and boarding schools already existed on the reserves, Davin
believed the students at both these institutions remained too
close to family and "tribal" influences.

Additionally,

controlling attendance at schools on the reserves was also
more difficult.

He favoured industrial schools, larger

institutions than the reserve-based boarding schools, and
located away from the Indian communities, close to urban
centres.4 The government accepted the first recommendation,
and entered into a partnership with the Christian missionaries
to educate the Indians. From the extent of the churches'
previous work in Indian education the Indian Department
recognized the missionaries expertise and the importance of
their existing school systems. Moreover, the use of their
infrastructure would reduce federal funding.
The agreement struck between the major Christian Churches
and the federal government saw Ottawa pay for the new
industrial school buildings, with the churches administering
the programmes.

Accordingly, between 1883-1884, the

government built industrial schools at Qu'Appelle, on the
Highwood River southeast of Calgary (the St. Joseph's or
Dunbow Industrial School5), and at Battleford. The Roman

4Nicholas Flood Davin, Report on Industrial Schools for
Indians and Half-Breeds, to the Right Honourable the Minister
of the Interior (Ottawa: March 14, 1879), p.3.
5For an overview on the Dunbow Industrial School see
Titley's, "Dunbow"; see also Kathryn Kozak, "Education and
the Blackfoot, 1870-1900" (M.A. Thesis, University of Alberta,
1971), pp. 120-142.
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Catholic Church operated the Qu'Appelle and Dunbow schools,
and the Anglicans, the Battleford Institute. To quote the
Annual Report of the Department of Indian Affairs for 1894,
students now received "the positive advantages of instruction
superior to what could be given them on the reserves, but are
removed from the retarding influences of contact with them."
In 1887 the Methodist Church asked Parliament to provide
the funds to erect an industrial school on the prairies.7
Yet, despite the assurances of guaranteed funding for this
school's construction, it was not completed until six years
later. The over-extended resources of the Methodist Church,
and the church's fears about the extent of federal funding
help to explain the delay.
The Methodists administered their Indian missions through
the Foreign Department of the Missionary Society of the
Methodist Church, which was also responsible for the church's
work in Asia. This department came under the direction of
Reverend Dr. Alexander Sutherland, appointed General Secretary
of the Missionary Society in 1883, a position he retained
until 1906 when the church divided the duties of the
department.8 His jurisdiction included missions in Toronto,
6,

Annual Report of the Department of Indian Affairs
(hereinafter cited as DIA.), 1894, p. xxi.
7Titley,

"Red Deer," p. 56.

8United Church Archives (UCA), Incoming correspondence of
the General Secretary, Foreign Department, Missionary Society,
Methodist Church (Canada), 1900-1910 [Alexander Sutherland
Papers], Finding Aid 5, Tab 4, prepared by Gerald Hallowell,
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Montreal, British Columbia, and in the Northwest Territories,
China, and Japan.
Although Davin had recommended that the Methodist
Church establish an industrial school on the Stoney reserve at
Morley, at the Old Bow Fort site9, in the District of
Alberta, the Methodist Church wanted a more central site at
either the Red Deer River, the Battle River, the Peace Hills,
or Bear Hills region. Following a visit to the Battle River
District in 1888, Dr. Sutherland favoured the Red Deer River
site10 possibly because the owner was the Saskatchewan Land
and Homestead Company (SLHC)" of which Dr. Sutherland served

1966, ed. Mark van Stempvoort, 1990. p. 1.
Alexander
Sutherland, born September 13, 1833, at Guelph, Ontario, began
his itinerant career at the Clinton circuit in 1855. He died
on June 30, 1910. Ibid., p.
9Davin,

p. 13.

'National Archives of Canada (NAC), RG10, vol. 3920, file
116,818, unsigned letter by the Deputy Superintendent General
of Indian Affairs (hereinafter cited as Superintendent
General) to the Hon. W.E. Sanford, Senator, Methodist
Conference, Montreal, P.Q., 22 September 1890.
11 This company, formed in 1880, was a quasi-religious
colonization organization consisting of Methodist clergy and
business interests. Ostensibly formed to promote BritishOntario Methodist settlement, the SLHC received over 200,000
acres of land in three blocks across the prairies (the block
located at Red Deer Crossing contained more than 180 sections
of land). Michael Dawe, Red Deer: An Illustrated History,
Burlington: Windsor Publications, 1989, pp. 20-23. The SLHC
only succeeded in bringing a few dozen British-Ontario
Methodists to Red Deer. One of the settlers was Leonard
Gaetz, a Methodist clergyman from Hamilton, Ontario, and
director of the SLHC. See Bruce E. Batchelor's "The Agrarian
Frontier near Red Deer and Lacombe, Alberta," (Ph.D. Thesis,
Simon Fraser, 1978).
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as the Vice President, and Mr. John T. Moore,12 as manager.
Much of the delay in establishing the school arose from
the Methodists disregard of procedures in filing and
responding to reports. Historian William Brooks maintains that
the conflict between the federal government and the Methodist
Missionary Society was based on a "clash of rival
bureaucracies" over issues of "administration and
jurisdiction."13 The church attempted to rectify matters by
appointing Reverend John McDougall, highly regarded by the
department, to act as liaison between the missionaries,
teachers, and the department in 1892.14
Much of the friction arose from the Methodists continued
concern about the school's funding. The construction of the
Red Deer Industrial School in the early 1890s unfortunately
coincided with the federal government's austerity measures in
Indian education. - Initially Ottawa had paid all the expenses
of the industrial schools, but escalating costs soon led it to

12In addition to his position with the SLHC, John T. Moore
became Red Deer's first Member of the Legislative Assembly in
1905 and was instrumental in creating Alberta Government
Telephones in 1908. Dawe, pp. 35-36.

13William H. Brooks, "Methodism in the Canadian West in
the Nineteenth Century,"
(Ph.D. Thesis, University of
Manitoba, 1972), p. 203. See also Bill Russell's "The White
Man's Paper Burden: Aspects of Records Keeping in the
Department of Indian Affairs 1860-1914," Archivaria No. 19
(Winter 1984-85), pp. 50-72, for an insight into the
government's method of keeping records.
14Gerald A. Falk, "Missionary Education Work Amongst The
Prairie Indians, 1870-1914," (M.A. Thesis, University of
Western Ontario), p. 161.
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back away from such considerable expenditures. Qu'Appelle, for
example, cost the government $202 per student in 1889 (up from
$155), while Battleford increased from $329 to $400 during
this same period.15

Moreover the new institutions opening

in the West (by 1899 there would be seventeen industrial
schools16), made additional demands on the existing funding.
Deputy Superintendent General, Lawrence Vankoughnet
implemented per capita grants as one attempt to keep costs
from spiralling.
Per capita grants ensured not only denominational
competition but also competition with both day and boarding
schools. The number of students available for education was
fixed and limited, the churches now had to compete against
one another to maintain an adequate number of students in
attendance. They also had to secure a constant source of
recruits. Clearly, as a result of the per capita grant system
the industrial schools became more utilitarian and business
oriented. They had to be much more concerned with profit and
loss, rather than the merits of their educational programmes.
In 1894 Hayter Reed, Indian Commissioner, ruled on the
breakdown of both the government's and the Methodist Church's
financial responsibilities in regard to the Red Deer
institution. The government would pay for the first issue of
clothing and supplies. It then became the management's task.
15Titley,
16DIA.,

A Narrow Vision, 1986, p. 79.

1899, p. xxxii.
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The repairs to buildings were a joint responsibility with the
school providing the labour. The Department of Indian Affairs
supplied books, maps, and globes. It also provided the land
and the cost of the first fencing. The federal government
paid for medical services, but the Methodist Church had to
supply the medication. The initial transportation of students
was covered by the government but following that, the school
paid.17
Sutherland recognized the need for tight fiscal controls
but not until the institution stood on a firm financial
foundation.

The per capita grant system should not

immediately apply to the Red Deer school. The Methodists
wanted to receive the same financial benefits that the other
churches had initially enjoyed in the 1880s. By imposing the
grant just as the Red Deer School was beginning to operate, it
appeared as though the department had singled out the
Methodist Church for inferior treatment. Indeed, the church
already considered itself financially disadvantaged in Indian
education in relationship to what . the other denominations
received. Dr. Sutherland had noted in 1890 that:
From the annual report of the Indian Department it
appears that the Church of England has twenty-seven
schools, and received from the Department $32,657;
the Presbyterians have eleven schools, and received
$16,807; while the Methodists have twelve schools,
and receive but $3,057. In other words it would
appear that the Church of England gets an average
17NAC, RG10, vol. 1287, file, 99264, School Branch,
Letterbook, 1893-1894, Hayter Reed to A. Sutherland, 9 May
1894.
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of a little over $1,209 for each school, the
Presbyterians about $1,528, and the Methodists
about $255. It is quite possible, even probable,
that the estimate includes some Industrial
Institutions; but, even so, the discrepancy is very
marked.18
Sutherland informed the department pn January 3, 1895,
after the school's second year of operation, "there would
appear to be no alternative for the Missionary Society but to
withdraw from the work. In the scope and spirit of the
foregoing requests we are not going beyond what has been
freely conceded in the case of other Institutes, nor beyond
what equity would demand."19

But Reed did not concede

anything. He replied on March 8, 1895 that the amount offered
was enough.2°
The failure to make it suffice can only, in the
opinion of the Department, be attributed to lack of
proper management, for the Department knows that by
adherence to its scales of dietary and clothing,
and the exercise of proper economy in other
directions the grant should prove sufficient to
maintain the school at such standard as the
Department requires in return.21
Such was the financial plight at the Methodist operated
schools in Canada that an exasperated Dr. Sutherland reported

uWAC, RG10, vol. 3920, file 116,818, A. Sutherland to
W.E. Sanford, 31 March 1890.

'N'AC, RG10, vol. 3920, file 116,818, A. Sutherland to
Superintendent General, 3 January 1895.
20

NAC, RG10, vol. 1293, file 116,818, School Branch,
Letterbook, 1895, Hayter Reed to A. Sutherland, 8 March 1895.
Hayter Reed to A. Sutherland, 29 February 1895.
Red Deer's grant set at $140 per student in July 1894, was
reduced to $130 per student on August 30, 1894.
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to the government in 1897, "suffice it to say, however, that
the Methodist Church is spending over $40,000 annually on its
Indian Missions over and above the grants from the Government
in aid of the schoo1s."22

Yet despite Sutherland's threat

the Methodists did not abandon the Red Deer school. After
opening the institution the church apparently did not feel it
could withdraw even though it was taking a very large
percentage of the Missionary Society's funds allocated for
Indian education in Western Canada.
Originally, the department had set aside $25,0003 to
erect two buildingS24 at Red Deer to house eighty students.25
Major John Stewart26 of Calgary was awarded the contract for
the tendered offer of $18,000 to build a structure (sixty-four
feet by sixty-five feet) with walls two feet thick throughout,

22UCA, A. Sutherland Papers, Outgoing Correspondence,
Indian Missions, July 1891-1898, Box 24-1, A. Sutherland to
Superintendent General, 16 February 1897.
23NAC, RG10, vol. 3810, file 54,290-2, Superintendent
General to A. Forget, Assistant Indian Commissioner, 27 August
1890.
24Ibid.,

A. Forget to Superintendent General, 22 August

1890.
25Ibid., Hayter Reed to Superintendent General, 18
February 1891.
26Stewart, born in Ottawa in 1854, moved west in 1881 and
formed the Stewart Ranch Cattle Company with John Herron near
Pincher Creek. During the 1885 rebellion he organized the
Rocky Mountain Rangers, a home defence force. He died in
1893. Jack Peach, "Cattleman helped win West," The Calgary
Herald, 21 August 1982, p. G2, Glenbow Clipping File "Canada.
Army. Non-permanent militia."
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1. Red Deer Indian Industrial School and Students, c. 1890s.
Built in 1893, this was the only building for the staff and
students until 1897 when the boy's building was completed.
During these four years this building housed the fifty male
and female students, the principal and his family, and some of
the staff members. All lived, ate, slept, worked, and studied
here. Glenbow Archives. NA-1030-21.
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a shingled roof, and a bell turret over the principal
entrance.27 Then, the federal government's funding ceased,
leaving the Methodists with only one building (completed in
1893) accommodating just fifty students. But not only did
this building house the fifty male and female students
together, but the principal, his family of six, and some of
the staff all lived and worked under the same roof. As Dr.
Sutherland pointed out in a letter in January 1895:
With the limited accommodation it is next to
impossible to secure the separation of the sexes
which is so important for the character and
A second
efficiency of such an institution.
building, much better planned, ought to be provided
also a school house and a recreation room which
could be used by the boys in stormy weather.28
The government's penchant for economy extended to the
school's daily operation. No detail seemed too trivial for
the department's attention.

In an effort to encourage

thriftiness, the department, for instance, demanded that if
the school ordered thick shawls instead of cloaks, the shawls
were to last for four years.29 Straw hats should first be
made at the school and if that was not possible, only cheap

27Mrs.

Angus M. Martin. "Brief History of Red Deer Indian
Industrial School." 1972, Glenbow-Alberta Institute, M4338,
p.l.
28UCA, A. Sutherland Papers, Outgoing Correspondence, July
1891-1898, Box 24-1, A. Sutherland to Superintendent General,
3 January 1895.
29NAC, RG10, vol. 1287, file 99264, Superintendent General
to Acting Indian Commissioner, 30 March 1894.
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ones could be purchased.3°
A new building for the boys and a separate dwelling for
the principal and his family were finally completed late in
189731 but not because of the overcrowded situation at the
Red Deer school. Their construction was partially due to
external circumstances. The Methodist Church had decided to
close its day school on the Louis Bull reserve at Hobbema in
June 1896 moving the students to Red Deer. In light of the
transfer of the Louis Bull students, the department conceded
to construct the additional buildings and finally fulfilled
its original promise.32
Other problems in addition to funding plagued the school.
Structural problems surfaced almost immediately after the
completion of the first building in 1893. The most serious
concern was the water well. The school's first principal, the
Reverend John Nelson33 claimed that defective drainage from
30Ibid., Superintendent General to Acting Indian
Commissioner, 7 May 1894.
M DIA.,

1897, p. 269.

32NAC,

RG10, vol. 1297, file 116,818, School Branch,
Letterbook, 1895-1896, H. Reed to A. Sutherland, 11 March
1896.
M;John Nelson, born in Florence, Ontario, on August 21,
1848, died on May 25, 1927 at Woodbridge, Ontario. As a
Methodist minster he worked at Pigeon Lake and Wolf Creek,
Alberta from 1881 until he was appointed principal of the Red
Deer Industrial School in 1893, where he remained until 1895.
Following that he worked in Manitoba and Ontario. Provincial
Archives of Alberta (PAA). Brian Titley describes Nelson's
years at Pigeon Lake-Wolf Creek in "Transition to Settlement:
The Peace Hills Indian Agency, 1884-1890" in Canadian Papers
in Rural History, ed. Donald H. Akenson, Vol VIII (Garanoque:
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the boy's lavatory contaminated the well water,34 and that
the school experienced difficulty maintaining an adequate
supply of water from their well. Indeed, the well was:
...pumped dry about three times a day. We have
also two large tanks to catch water from the roof.
Our supply being so small, water has to be drawn
from the river in a tank, causing great labour and
loss of time.35
Fire, through natural causes or arson, remained a
constant danger. Indian Commissioner Hayter Reed recommended
that the school have buckets and axes, wooden fire escapes,
and water-filled barrels located in convenient locations.36
But when informed that the water supply was insufficient to
meet the daily needs of the school, he advised the school to
haul their water from the nearby Red Deer River ensuring that
a abundant supply was kept on hand to combat a fire, if one
should break out.37

Langdale Press, 1992), pp. 175-194; and his troubled
relationship with the Indian Agent, Samuel B. Lucas.
34VAC,

RG10, vol. 1289, file 116,818, School Branch,
Letterbook, 1894, Acting Superintendent General to Acting
Indian Commissioner, 17 October 1894.
MDIA.,

1895, p. 348.

361%AC,

RG10, vol. 1297, file 116,818, School Branch,
Letterbook, 1895-1896,' Superintendent General to the Indian
Commissioner, 5 December 1895.
Superintendent General to the Indian
Commissioner, 26 December 1895. It is very doubtful that if
a fire had occurred, that it could have been extinguished by
hauling water from the river. Unfortunately, maintaining a
plentiful water supply continued to torment the school until
1900, when a steam pump was installed which could draw water
from the well or the Red Deer River. DIA., 1901, p. 380.
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Reverend John Nelson became the first principal at the
Red Deer institute, serving from 1893 to 1895. In a letter to
the Indian Department Sutherland boasted of his
appropriateness for the job as, "his lengthened service among
the Cree of the North West has given him a knowledge of the
Indian character and language that must be of very
considerable service in the position in which he is now
placed."38
The new principal hired his wife as the school's matron.
The initial teaching staff included the Reverend R.B.
Steinhauer, B.A.,39

and Sam Lougheed40 (the brother of

Senator James Lougheed), who worked as the carpenter.
Additional staff during the first year were the farm
instructor-blacksmith, the seamstres, the cook, and a second
teacher.
Although, the Principal and the Missionary Board of the
Methodist Church did the hiring, the government insisted on

MUCA,

A. Sutherland Papers, Outgoing Correspondence,
Indian Missions, July 1891-1898, Box 24-1, A. Sutherland to
Superintendent General, 31 October 1893.
M'A.ccording

to Rev. Nelson, Rev. Steinhauer had
...unexceptionable ability and...the advantage of the two
languages." DIA., 1894, p. 92. Although Nelson mentions that
Robert Steinhauer is on staff in his report to the department,
dated August 27, 1894, DIA., 1894, p. 92; in the school
inspection of September 22, 1894, Inspector T.P. Wadsworth
does not mention Steinhauer as a member of the staff. He
states that Mr. T.T. Bones is the teacher. Ibid., 1894, p.
228.
11

4°Wadsworth found Lougheed, the carpenter, to be a skilled
mechanic. Ibid., p. 229.
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being informed about the character and family of the
employees. The appointment of the farm instructor, Mr. Robert
McLelland, received a full review.

As the successful

appointee was also adept in blacksmithing this was applauded.
His large family, however, a wife, a sixteen year old son and
three small girls, constituted a liability. Sutherland felt
that his wife could assist in the school to compensate for the
children's room and board.41 The department approved hiring
the farm instructor/blacksmith but added that his wages
” ...should not be more that $30 a month with rations for
himself only or $40 without rations."42
As at most industrial schools, the wages at Red Deer were
in no way comparable to what a teacher could earn in an urban
school. Industrial school teachers only received half the
average salary of an Alberta school teacher.43 Indeed, even
the government acknowledged that their teachers received
discriminatory wages. As Clifford Sifton noted, "when you pay
41UCA,

A. Sutherland Papers, Outgoing Correspondence, July
1891-1898, Box 24-1, A. Sutherland to Superirntendent General,
6 March 1894.
42NAC,

RG10, vol. 1289, file 116,818, School Branch,
Letterbook, 1894, Superintendent General to Acting Indian
Commissioner, 12 September 1894.
43The provincial average annual wage that a teacher
received in Alberta's schools in 1905 was $599.29. The bestpaid teacher, an Edmonton principal, received $1,500. J.W.
Chalmers, Schools of the Foothills Province: The Story of
Public Education in Alberta (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press 1967), p.34. Martin Benson, a senior Indian Affairs
bureaucrat, commented that any teacher "who accepted $300 [per
annum] was probably worthless." Titley, A Narrow Vision, p.
90.
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$300 a year and send a young woman, or a young man, out to a
lonesome place where there are no social advantages it is very
difficult to get a competent teacher under those
circumstances .
Principal Nelson received $600 per year with an
additional $70 (per annum) for rations, while the teachers
received $300 per year.

Sutherland deemed the salaries

insulting, stating that those receiving them were branded "as
inferior or incompetent men."45 The department refused to
tamper with its wage structure even though some of the Red
Deer school's employees opposed it. A Mr. Earl, one of the
teachers, threatened to resign if his salary was not
increased. The Principal wanted to replace him with a teacher
from Eastern Canada for $35 per month. The department replied
that as:
...this school is now under the per capita system,
they must engage their own teachers, but the
Department does not think that they can allow $35
as it is considered that a good teacher could be
had for less."
Dr. Sutherland found some of the salaries peculiar. The
matron (Mrs. Nelson) received only $12 per month while the
cook received $20 per month. Both the Assistant Commissioner
"Sifton," p. 135.
45UCA,

A. Sutherland Papers, Outgoing Correspondence, July
1891-1898, Box 24-1, A. Sutherland to Superintendent General,
31 October 1893.
"NAC, RG10, vol. 1289, file 116,818, School Branch,
Letterbook, 1894, Superintendent General to Acting Indian
Commissioner, 10 September 1894.
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of Indian Affairs, Amedée Forget, and the then Deputy
Superintendent General, Hayter Reed, confirmed, however, that
since Mrs. Nelson had children of her own "...it could hardly
be expected that she would receive the same renumeration for
the portion of her time which she could devote to her duties
as Matron...
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The agreement with the cook entailed more than receiving
a salary. The school hired her with the express understanding
that they would pay her travelling expenses if she remained
for two years and gave "satisfaction."48 Perhaps the school
had to offer the reimbursal of travelling expenses as an
incentive to maintain stability and to preclude staff turnovers.
One salary differential instituted by the department
caused problems at the Red Deer school. For some inexplicable
reason the carpenter, Sam Lougheed, received fifty dollars per
month,49 a salary almost the same as Principal Nelson. Great
tension existed between the principal and the carpenter,

47NAC,

RG10, vol. 3920, file 116,818, Assistant Indian
Commissioner to Superintendent General, 7 February 1895. NAC,
RG10, vol. 1293, file 116,818, Superintendent General to A.
Sutherland, 28 February 1895.

"Ibid., Acting Indian Commissioner to Superintendent
General, 7 February 1895, and Superintendent General to A.
Sutherland, 28 February 1895.
491JCA,

A. Sutherland Papers, Outgoing Correspondence, July
1891-1898, Box 24-1, A. Sutherland to Superintendent General,
3 January 1895.
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perhaps due to the slight salary differentia1.50 After the
institution's first year Lougheed complained to Hayter Reed
that Nelson would not make ice nor milk accessible to him. He
also objected to "the length of the daily service exacted of
him."51

In trying to determine the origin of the dispute,

Sutherland commented that:
...Rev Mr. Nelson may not always have shown the
best judgement, and that on some occasions he may
have been too arbitrary alike with the pupils and
the employees; on the other hand it seems clear
that his position has been a trying one from the
fact that some of the employees seem to have
regarded themselves as virtually independent of the
Principal, and have tried to make his position
unpleasant, and even to secure his dismissal, in
which effort they have beenaided and encouraged by
outside parties. The most serious friction has
been between the Principal and the carpenter, who
is brother of Senator Lougheed, and the latter, as
I would infer from letters of his which I have
seen, has been specially bitter and active against
Mr. Nelson.52
Both Sutherland and Reverend John McDougall, by now the
senior Methodist missionary in the Northwest, supported

50Sam Lougheed's position at the Red Deer school might
have been enhanced as his brother James had just been
appointed to the Canadian Senate in 1889. "Senator James
Lougheed Was Famous 'Adopted Son,'" n.n., n.p., n.d., Donald
B. Smith Clipping File. For a biography on James Lougheed see
Marian C. McKenna, "Calgary's First Senator and City Builder,"
in Citymakers: Calgarians after the Frontier, ed. Max Foran,
Sheilagh S. Jameson (Calgary: The Historical Society of
Alberta, Chinook Country Chapter, 1987), pp. 95-116.
51NAC,

RG10, vol. 3920, file 116,818, Superintendent
General to A.E. Forget, 27 June 1894.
52Ibid., A. Sutherland to Superintendent General, 3
January 1895.
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Principal Nelson.53 The department wanted to solve the
conflict by placing Lougheed elsewhere since "...to dismiss
him would, under all the circumstances, be unjust."54
Finally, in 1895 the department transferred the carpenter to
the Battleford Industrial Schoo1.55

Nelson was also

transferred that same year. Alexander Sutherland sent him to
the Norway House Indian mission, north of Lake Winnipeg.%
No doubt Nelson's transfer was based on more than just
the conflict with Sam Lougheed. Apparently he lost control
over at least one of his teachers. When Indian Agent Daniel
L.Clink57 from Hobbema, returned truant boys to the school he
%Ibid., A. Sutherland to Superintendent General, 3
January 1895.
54NAC, RG10, vol. 1293, School Branch, Letterbook, 1895,
Superintendent General to A. Sutherland, 28 February 1895.
55DIA., 1895, p. 105. According to The Guide, the paper
published by students at the Battleford Industrial School, Sam
Lougheed, carpenter and Mrs. S. Lougheed, instructress, were
on staff on the Battleford Industrial School from 1895 to
1897. See Walter J. Wasylow, "History of Battleford Industrial
School for Indians," (M.Ed., University of Saskatchewn, 1972),
pp. 346, 350, 354, 358.

56The Christian Guardian, n.d., n.p., Ernest Nix Clipping
File. John Mclean Collection, Box 15, "Annals of Methodism"
scrapbook for 1895-96. The Guardian included the farewell
message that the students prepared for Reverend and Mrs.
Nelson which thanked them for being "...very good to us and
...Eteaching] us to be obedient and to be polite, like ladies
and gentlemen, and how to speak English and how to work. But
the most important thing that you taught us was how to live
right..."
57Daniel Livingston Clink was born in Watford, Ontario in
1841 and died at Battleford in 1918. During the 1880s, Clink,
along with P.J. Laurie, was co-owner of the Saskatchewan
Herald in Battleford; a farm instructor at the Moosomin and
Thunderchild reserves; a contractor and supplier for the NWMP;
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discovered that one of the teachers, a Mr. Skinner, had struck
a boy over the head with a stick. This same teacher "when in
a passion gave one of the larger girls a violent shove
throwing her whole length on the floor," and on a different
occasion he exchanged blows with another girl.58

So

horrified was the Agent that he proposed:
what I think should be done in this case would be
to bring Skinner before a Magistrate and have him
fined and dismissed at once; his actions in this
and other cases would not be tolerated in a white
school for a single day in any part of Canada.59
Agent Clink also noted that the Indians had "frequently
complained to me about their children being improperly treated
at this school."60 Many Alberta Indians objected to corporal
punishment and other forms of physical punishment.61
Corporal punishment was an alien method of imposing control

and a school board and agricultural society member. He lost
the 1888 territorial election to a Conservative (Clink was
accused of being an Indian sympathizer which allegedly
contributed to his defeat).
In 1890 he rejoined the
Department of Indian Affairs as a farm instructor at Peace
Hills (he replaced Sam Lucas) with Letters of Recommendation
from John McDougall, Bishop V. Grandin and Father Lestanc. He
remained at Peace Hills until 1896, resigning under a cloud of
suspicion and allegations of fraud. D.L. Clink Family Papers.
I am indebted to Amy von Heyking, a Ph.D. candidate in
Education at the University of Calgary, and her husband Daniel
W. Clink for permitting me access to the Daniel Livingston
Clink papers.
58NAC, RG10, vol. 3920, file 116,818, D.L. Clink to Indian
Commissioner, 4 June 1895.
59Ibid.,

D.L.'Clink to Indian Commissioner, 4 June 1895.
D.L. Clink to Indian Commissioner, 4 June 1895.

61Bu11,

p. 3.
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on Indian students. In their society a general caring attitude
toward children prevailed.62
Shortly after Clink's protests to the department about
Skinner's conduct, it changed the rules. In the future, it
stipulated-that Indian Agents should report only the results
of inspections. They must not undermine the authority of the
school's administration by intervening in the internal affairs
of the school.°

The department then reaffirmed the code

for corporal punishment:
...children are not to be whipped by anyone save
the Principal, and even when such a course is
necessary, great discretion should be used and they
should not be struck on the head, or punished so
severely that bodily harm might ensue.
The
practice of corporal punishment is considered
unnecessary as a general measure of discipline and
should only be resorted to for very grave offences
and as a deterrent examp1e.64
Initially, Nelson did not experience any difficulties
filling the school to capacity when it opened. Fifty-two
pupils were admitted, which was two beyond the capacity of the
building.° Like Qu'Appelle and Battleford Industrial
Schools, Red Deer accepted both girls and boys.

(St.

p. 16.
63

NAC, RG10, vol. 1293, file 116,818, School Branch
Letterbook, 1895, Superintendent General to Acting Indian
Commissioner, 18 June 1895.
64NAC, RG10, vol. 1295, file, 116,818, School Branch,
Letterbook, 1895, Superintendent General to Acting Indian
Commissioner, 28 June 1895.
65]DIA.,

1894, p. 91.
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Dunstan's Calgary Indian Industrial School only admitted
boys66). Students quickly became indoctrinated into EuroCanadian life at the school by following a half-day programme.
They spent half the day on academic pursuits67 and the other
half acquiring specific skills.

Boys learned carpentry,

farming, blacksmithing, and later on, shoemaking. The older
boys also built the fences, dug up stumps, and cleared away
the brush. As Reverend Nelson reported, "the building site was
a veritable forest."68
In the first winter the boys had cut two thousand rails
with each boy averaging over two hundred per day. This last
feat so impressed Rev. Nelson that he wrote, "To my mind at
least, the too prevalent idea that Indians are naturally lazy
has no proof in actual observation."69
At the school girls learned such household trades as
laundry, cooking, and sewing. The principal declared that,
"the parents are delighted to know their daughters are able to
make good bread, and to see them dressed in neat and becoming
clothing cut and made by the girls themselves.

mJoan

Scott-Brown, "St. Dunstan's," p. 44.

670n1y three hours per day, from Monday to Friday, were
allotted for academic work. Students attended either from
9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. or 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. See DIA.,
1899, p. 357.
68Ibid.,

1894, p. 92.

69Ibid.,

1894, p. 92.

70Ibid.,

1894, p. 92.
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2. Group of Indian pupils from Saddle Lake, Alberta, en route
to Red Deer Industrial School.
NAC PA40715.
Generally
speaking, the Methodist Indians at this reserve supported the
school.
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While Nelson felt that the students had made excellent
advancement in their studies, he was not as pleased with their
progress in learning English. Since some of the staff were
fluent in Cree, it was easier for both the staff and students
to converse in it. To promote English, "every evening each
pupil is required to speak at least one English sentence of
their own composition.71
Despite Principal Nelson's optimism, several problems
which plagued this institution throughout its history had
emerged: recruitment and desertions. The per capita grant
dictated that enrolment be maintained at maximum yet this
proved more and more difficult as some Methodist Indian
parents had no desire to commit their children to this
institution located so far away from their communities.72
The school's use of corporal punishment and the high illness
rate also alienated many. As attendance was not mandatory yet,
the school had to try and maintain a good rapport with parents
and the Methodist Indian community in general.
Nelson believed that if the parents could only observe
first-hand what the institution had accomplished in just a few
months, then he could "popularise the school on the
Reserve."73 He received permission from the department (as

1894, p. 92.
72RAC, RG10, vol. 3920, file 116,818, J. Nelson to Indian
Commissioner, 1 May 1895.
73Ibid.,

J. Nelson to Indian Commissioner, 1 May 1895.
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long as no expenses other than rations were incurred74) to
take a number of students to the annual meeting of the
Saskatchewan District of the Methodist Church, held at the
Cree community of Saddle Lake in May 1895. Pleased with the
results from the meeting, Reverend Nelson reported to the
department:
The
One evening was set apart for us.
pupils...each gave an address in English and in
Cree before a crowded house.
The people were delighted with what they saw and
heard, the parents of the boys especially so.
To the people the contrast in appearance and
deportment with those of the Reserve was most
apparent. One man...said he intended, if possible,
to take his son from the school and put another in
his place but now he wished to leave him at school
as long as possible. As the result of our visit
the revulsion of opinion is such that without
solicitation the people offer to place their
children in the Institution. Eight bright active
healthy children arrive to-day.m
Using students as good-will ambassadors, however, did not
stop desertions. According to the Red Deer school's Register
of Admissions and Discharges (the Register),

of the 52

students who were admitted in 1893, 12, or almost one out of
four deserted...76
NAC, RG10, vol. 1293, file 116,818, School Branch,
Letterbook, 1895, Superintendent General to Acting Indian
Commissioner, 13 May 1895.
m NAC, RG10, vol. 3920, file 116,818, J. Nelson to
Assistant Commissioner, 6 June 1895.
76Provincial

Archives of Alberta, Red Deer Industrial
School, Methodist Register of Pupils, 1884 [sic]- 1916 (the
Register), Acc: 79.268, Item 162, UCC Collection, n.d., n.p.,
The Register, however, is not conclusive. The
n.p.
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From the school's beginning, the Methodist Indian parents
actively responded to industrial education at Red Deer. The
influential Cree Chief James Seenum [Pakan] of Saddle Lake
asked for the return of his son in 1894, after the boy had
spent only- one year at the schoo1.7

A few other parents

also demanded and were granted the permanent return of their
children. Two girls were discharged simply because they were
requested at home.
The Department of Indian Affairs regulations declared
that only the Indian Commissioner could admit, discharge or
grant students permission to leave the institution for any
time period.78 Yet time did not always permit the
communication process to be completed between the parent's
request and the Indian Commissioner's response from Regina. A
group from the Louis Bull reserve at Hobbema, for instance,
came to take their children home. Nelson, without official
permission, let them proceed. He feared a refusal "would
cause needless trouble."79
information from 1913 to 1916 is incomplete and there are no
entries at all for the years 1917 to 1919.
NAC, RG10, vol. 3920, file 116,818, J. Nelson to Indian
Commissioner, 14 August 1894.
See J.W. Grant MacEwan,
Portraits from the Plains (Toronto: McGraw-Hill Co., 1971),
pp. 37-44 for a biography of Chief James Seenum.
78NAC, RG10, vol. 1287, file, 99264, School Branch,
Letterbook, 1893-1894, Superintendent General to A.
Sutherland, 9 May 1894.
79NAC,

RG10, vol. 3920, file 116,818, J. Nelson to Acting
Indian Commissioner, 13 June 1895. Although students were not
given holidays, leave of absences were occasionally extended
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Originally, at the Battleford Industrial School
government policy insisted that students had to be between 14
and 16 years o1d80 so that, in effect, the industrial school
functioned as a high school. At Red Deer the majority of
students who enrolled had received some education at other
institutions, but the school, desperate for its per capita
grants, also accommodated students of all ages with a few as
young as 5 years old. Had the Red Deer school functioned as
a high school, only 28 students of the first enrolment (52)
would have been eligible to attend.
Health was one of the Red Deer school's most tragic
problems. Many of the students admitted to the school were
either tubercular on entering the school, or became so on
account of the confinement of their physical surroundings.m
The industrial and boarding schools became breeding grounds

to visit homes for a predetermined length of time. One girl
was allowed to spend two weeks at home provided, as the
Superintendent General stipulated, "she must not be allowed to
remain out longer than the term specified." NAC, RG10, vol.
1295, file 116,818, School Branch, Letterbook, 1895,
Superintendent General to Acting Indian Commissioner, 29 July
1895.
8°Wasylow, p. 123. Qu'Appelle Industrial School had
similar regulations. See Kennedy, "Qu'Appelle," p. 166.
81See George Jasper Wherrett, The Miracle of the Empty
Beds: A History of Tuberculosis in Canada (Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1977); G. Graham-Cumming, "Health of the
Original Canadians, 1867-1967," in Medical Services Journal of
Canada, Vol. 23, No. 2 (1967), pp. 115-166.
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for tuberculosis and other epidemics.82 When Dr. P.H. Bryce
later completed his report of disease in the Indian schools in
1907, he mentioned that Red Deer had the worst mortality rate
of the industrial schools he examined. In the period 1906-07,
6 children-died there while the other industrial schools lost
only 1 student or had no deaths at a11.83
The Red Deer Industrial School's first years of operation
exposed the persistent problems that administrators would have
to face: insufficient funding, staff turnovers, parental
opposition to the schbol, and disease.

82The Register indicates that 17 (nearly one-third) of the
62 students enrolled between 1893-1895 died prematurely,
either at the school, immediately after leaving it, or within
a decade of leaving it. See Register for the years 1893,
1894, and 1895.
83P.H. Bryce, Report on the Indian Schools of Manitoba and
the NorthWest Territories (Ottawa: Government Printing Bureau,
1907), pp. 20-21. The schools in question were Brandon,
Elkhorn, Qu,Appelle, Regina, Battleford, Dunbow, Calgary
Industrial School, and Red Deer.
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Chapter Three
Aggressive Expansion, 1895-1907
From 1895 to 1907 the Red Deer Industrial School's future
remained in doubt, unless it could become economically selfsupporting.- Principals Somerset and Rice did their best to
make the school into a viable economic operation. The total
acreage of cultivated land at the Red Deer Industrial School
increased ten-fold. When Somerset left in 1903 the school had
an enrolment of 60 students; 75 acres were under cultivation
and the livestock consisted of 75 head of cattle, 6 horses,
and 5 pigs.1

Four years later, just prior to Rice's

departure, the attendance remained roughly the same (61), but
now the school cultivated 340 acres, not 75;2 the livestock
consisted of 10 horses (up from 8), 80 head of cattle (up from
75), 50 hogs (up from 5) as well as 12 sheep and approximately
150 poultry.3 The acreage under cultivation was cleared by
hand "with axes mostly, as no big'machines...were in the
country at that time, and breaking the land was done with
horses."4 The school's student capacity nearly doubled from

1DIA.,

1903, p. 400.

2DIA.,

1907, p. 383.

3DIA.,

1906, p. 415.

4Martin, "School," p. 8. Mattie Martin (nee Reilly), and
her family were members of Rev. Rice's Clinton Street Church
Rice recruited her parents to become the
in Toronto.
carpenter and the assistant matron from 1903 until 1905, when
they purchased their own farm. They lived in one of the
dwellings on the school premises.
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50 to 90.
The federal government's declining zeal for industrial
schools made Principal Somerset's and Rice's tasks ever more
difficult. By 1897 James Smart, the Deputy Superintendent
General of "Indian Affairs realized acculturating Indians was
a slow process. Moreover, the department now knew that few
jobs existed for most industrial school graduates beyond the
reservation. Consequently it reconsidered its policy of
encouraging students to remain away from their reserves. The
graduate, it was now felt, could "impart what he has gained to
his less fortunate fellows, and in fact become a centre of
improving influence for the elevation of his race..."5 This
new emphasis on encouraging graduates to return and to live on
reservations reduced the need for industrial schools. Onreserve boarding schools had the advantage of being favoured
by the parents, and secondly, they could be operated more
cheaply than industrial schools. When Frank Pedley became
Deputy Superintendent General of the Department of Indian
Affairs, in 1902, he bluntly stated "that the training
afforded by the boarding schools should be sufficient for the
requirements of present conditions on the reserves..."
The Methodist Church also altered its approach to
Amerindian education at the turn of the century separating its
Indian work from its missions to the settlers. It now placed
5DIA.,

1898, p. xxvii.

5DIA.,

1906, p. xxxiii.
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all its "Institutes, Boarding Schools and Day Schools" under
the supervision of the Rev. Thompson Ferrier, the Principal of
the Brandon Institute.7 Despite the declining zeal for
industrial schools among some members of the Methodist Church,
Ferrier remained convinced of their utility.

The New

Methodist Superintendent of Schools continued to champion
industrial schools over both day and boarding schools. "There
is no system of schools kindlier of intent.."8 Ferrier wrote
the year of his appointment.
At the moment of Ferrier's appointment in 1906 the Red
Deer Industrial School had seen two new principals since the
Rev. Nelson's departure. Rev. C.E. Somerset,9 the missionary
at Paul's Band reserve, had replaced John Nelson as principal
on July 2, 1895. His term, which ran from 1895 to 1903, was

7Falk, p. 162. as cited in PARD, Parc Box 221829, file
160-3, A. Sutherland to Superintendent General, 27 October
1906. Ferrier became the Superintendent of Methodist Indian
Schools and Hospitals in Canada. Rev. Ferrier died on July 26,
1934 at his home in Fort William, Ontario. A. Barner, The
United Church Record, (October 1934), p. 10. Ernest Nix
Clipping File.
8Rev. Thompson Ferrier, Indian Education in the North
West (Toronto: Department of Missionary Literature of the
Methodist Church, 1906), P- 259Somerset had been the teacher and missionary to the
Muddy Bull band at Bears Hill. In that capacity he was
described by Inspector T.P. Wadsworth as having a natural
talent for instructing Indian children and keeping their
interest. Titley, "The Peace Hills Indian Agency", p. 192 as
cited in NAC, RG10, vol. 3785, file 41783-5, T.P. Wadsworth to
E. Dewdney, 30 September 1887.
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the longest for any principal at Red Deer.10
The Rev. James P. Rice," followed as principal from
1903 to 1907. Both men, particularly Rice, worked to make the
institution into a profitable venture.
Expansion of the Red Deer school's facilities and
agricultural operation began in 1898. In 1897, a new brick
structure was built to house the male students and single male
staff. The third floor of this structure also functioned as
the school rooms. The existing stone building that was built
in 1893, became the main building and now contained the
principal's office, the dining room, the sewing room, the
laundry room, and sleeping accommodations for the girls.12
Separate dwellings for both the principal and the vice
principal followed as well as a third dwelling house. The
vocational buildings were also expanded to include a
blacksmith shop; a carpenter's shop; an ice house and store
room; a piggery; two stables; a dairy; a hen house; and a well
house. With the additional brick building, the school could
now accommodate 90 students.

10Joseph

F. Woodsworth became principal in 1913 and
remained with this institution following its 1919 closure in
Red Deer and relocation to Edmonton, Alberta as the Edmonton
Residential School. Woodsworth was principal of the ERS until
1946.
"Rev. James P. Rice was previously a minister at the
Clinton Street Church in Toronto, Ontario. Martin, "School,"
p. 7
12Martin,

"School," p. 3.
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3. School, student residence and staff house. United Church
of Canada/Victoria University Archives, Toronto. The building
with the mansard roof is the boys residence built in 1897.
The house would have been the principal's residence. The
third floor of the boys building became the school rooms and
were also used for church services, concerts, and special
occasions. Martin, "School," p. 3.
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In 1898, 71 attended the institute. 13
T.P. Wadsworth, Inspector of Indian Agencies, inspected
the Red Deer school in 1899. In his report he described the
staff's and student's jobs. Fourteen boys aided the farm
instructor -to complete three miles of fencing. The school
stabled 61 head of cattle in the winter which were fed hay,
fodder, and roots that the students had grown on the school's
50 acres of cultivated land. Other animals included 5 horses,
several pigs, and 13 dairy cows that the boys milked. They
also worked to open up more land, by clearing away thickly
wooded poplar on the school property.14

Seven students

worked with the carpenter to make storm windows and screens
for the school's buildings. They put down sidewalks, made
gates, and built an addition to the stable, giving each animal
its own stall. Boys sewed on their own buttons, did some
mending of their clothing, and assisted with their laundry.
Meanwhile the girls worked in the dairy, bakery, laundry,
sewing room15, kitchen, dining room, and did general
houseiaork. They made all their clothing, the house linens,
the boy's shirts and night shirts, knit all the stockings,

13DIA.,

1898, p. 310.

"DIA., 1899, p. 383.
15The girls became so adept in housekeeping that they won
numerous prizes at the Red Deer Agricultural Society in
sewing, knitting, fancy work, and butter making in 1897; DIA.,
1897, p. 270; and in 1898; Ibid., 1898, p. 311.
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socks, and mitts, and did the darning and mending.16
Principal James Rice further expanded the business
portion of the institution. Rice claimed that when he first
arrived in 1904, he was so thoroughly disillusioned with the
dilapidated state of the buildings and "sickly-looking"
children that he immediately embarked on a campaign of
improvement.17 He focused his attention on the agricultural
component of the school. The school's financial situation,
however, did not allow for any major enhancement of the
school's physical plant. In his inspection in 1907, Inspector
J.A. Markle observed that the institution's buildings required
a general overhaul, the classrooms were too small and the
interiors of both the girls and boys buildings were faulty in
many respects.18 Moreover, the laundry room remained in the

16DIA.,

1899, pp. 383-384. The boys also built a bridge
over the ravine and cut and graded a new road. Wadsworth
states that the whole premises were in good repair and well
kept. At the same time the sports and music programme
apparently ran well. Somerset at least give students relief
through recreation. They also gained some academic training.
Somerset reported in 1899 that football, skating, swimming,
and hockey were enjoyed by the boys, and in the winter
students engaged in musical drill and concerts. DIA., 1899,
p. 357. According to Mattie Martin, from 1898 to 1900, the
industrial school's football team played against the town's
indicating that the school was not isolated but part of a
larger community. Martin, "School," p. 7.
17NAC, RG10, vol. 3920, file 116,818, Rev. J.P. Rice to
Cliffórd Sifton, 3 August 1903.
18DIA.,

1907, p. 381.
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United Church of
Farm buildings, school, grounds.
4.
Note the
Canada/Victoria University Archives Toronto.
panorama. John Nelson had said the land was a "veritable
forest" (see p. 50) and Mattie Martin, who's father and mother
were the carpenter and the assistant matron from 1903 to 1905,
added that this land was cleared by hand, with axes (see
p.56).
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basement of the girl's home, which he found objectionable."
But the department refused to pay a larger share of the
expenditures. Largely at its own expense, the Methodist
Missionary Society paid $1,700 for a new frame granary, a new
horse stable, and a new barn for the poultry. The department
provided only $300.20

In 1905 Markle noted that the

Missionary Society contributed $1,454 towards the support of
the school during the fiscal year of 1902-1903; in 1904 that
figure increased two and a half times to $3,854.21
While serving as the school's principal, Rice did all he
could to make the institution self-sufficient. Personally he
purchased 320 acres of timber land to the north of the school
with the intention of securing the institution's fuel needs
for the next twenty years. He claimed "it is the only piece
of timber sufficiently near to the school for our own boys to
cut and draw the fue1."22 That winter he had cut some of the
timber and marketed it, making a profit.23

Economic

19Mrs. Denovan, the school's doctor, had requested that
a new laundryroom be built in 1903 but the department found it
financially unfeasible. NAC, RG10, vol. 3920, file 116,818, F.
Pedley to D. Laird, 11 September 1903. Markle reports in 1907
that it was now the intention that this laundryroom be
completed. DIA., 1907, p. 380.
20DIA.,

1907, p. 380.

21DIA.,

1905, p. 430.

22UCA, A. Sutherland Papers, Prairie provinces, Indian
missions, Incoming Correspondence, Red Deer Industrial School,
Box 132, J.R. Rice, Principal, J.R. Rice to A. Sutherland, 19
January 1906.

J.Rice to A. Sutherland, 19 January 1906.
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considerations so predominated that Thomas Ferrier noted
immediately following Rice's resignation in 1907:
The whole institution seems to lack a home-like
atmosphere, the business and work crowding out the
idea that it should exist primarily for the welfare
of the boys and girls. The necessity of trying to
keep out of debt is probably to blame for this
state of affairs.24
Principal Rice claimed that the Indian students, who
attended classes for three hours a day, advanced well in
arithmetic, dictation, and composition, and were making very
fair progress in speaking English.25 Inspector J.A. Markle
however, did not share his enthusiasm. After his inspection
in 1905 he commented, "the examination of the senior division
would have been much more satisfactory if the pupils had
spoken in a louder tone."26 Principal Rice praised the
students progress in 1905 stating that "the number of
promotions has been large."27 Yet Markle again remained
doubtful. In 1907 he stated that, "very little improvement was
noticed with regard to the pupils either reading or speaking
in a sufficiently audible tone to be heard."25 He suggests
that the students were so overworked at farming and domestic
work that they had no energy left for their academic
24Ibid, Thompson Ferrier, "Report of the Red Deer
Industrial Institute, for the year ending 31 March 1907."
25DIA.,

1899, p. 357.

26DIA.,

1905, p. 429.

27DIA.,

1905, p. 348.

28DIA.,

1907, p. 383.
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programme.
The school's administrators emphasized religious and
moral training. As one might expect in a church-run school it
was vigorous. In 1901 Principal Somerset outlined "the
spiritual privileges enjoyed by the pupils,"
Each day is opened and closed with public prayer.
The pupils are also taught to pray at their
bedside.
Each Sunday morning an ordinary church service is
held, and in the evening a bright evangelistic
service is conducted. These services are in charge
of the Principal, who, as a rule, does the
He also holds sacramental services
speaking.
during the year.
A Sunday School is held each Sunday afternoon,
classes are taught by members of the staff, the
review of the lesson is taken by the Principal.
The ordinary International lessons are used. A
Scripture examination is held each quarter. The
marks taken by some of the pupils are high.
A prayer service is held every Wednesday evening.
About twenty of the senior pupils are members of
the Canadian branch of the Scripture Union, and
read portions of the Word of God each day.29
Across Western Canada the relevancy of the curriculum
offered in day, boarding and industrial schools concerned the
parents. Edward Ahenakew, a prominent Plains Cree Anglican
Minister and Indian political leader, observed that many
graduates from these schools fit in neither the Indian nor
non-Indian world. In fact, graduates had not experienced the
settlers way-of-life at all; they only knew the school
29Twenty-seventh Annual Report of the Missionary Society
of the Methodist Church, June 1900 to June 1901 (Toronto:
Methodist Mission Rooms, 1901), page number illegible.
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environment and the staff.30 Chief John Snow, a graduate of
the Methodist school on the Stoney reserve in the 1930s,
points to the "strangeness of the curriculum.ftm

The

department followed the Ontario curriculum32 making "few
concessions to the background of the children for whom it was
designed" while the subject matter was "beyond the experience
of Indians. 33
Parental opposition to the school during both the
principalships of Somerset and Rice continued.

In fact,

30Edward

Ahenakew, Voices of the Plains Cree, ed. Ruth M.
Buck (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart Ltd., 1973), pp. 130-134.
m Snow, p. 110. The schools followed the "Standard"
system; Standard I, Standard II, etc. Standards I to V were
classed as elementary and VI to VIII as secondary education.
Chalmers, Schools, p. 37. Few students at the Red Deer school
attained Standard IV. See the Register.
Senator James
Gladstone, who attended the St. Paul's Mission on the Blood
reserve and later the Calgary Industrial School, mentions that
at St. Paul's Mission they had "classes right up to the 5th
Standard -- equivalent to about Grade 8." Senator James
Gladstone, "Indian School Days," Alberta Historical Review,
Vol. 15, No. 1 (Winter 1978), P- 2032Jacqueline

Gresko, "Everyday Life at Qu'Appelle
Industrial School," Western Oblate Studies 2, ed. Raymond Huel
(Lewiston: The Edwin Mellen Press, 1992), p. 86.
Academically, the new curriculum, introduced in 1894,
consisted of an eleven month school year. The vocational
component of the programme was of course for twelve months.
33:E.

Brian Titley, "Indian" p. 142. In Standards 5 and 6
one of the topics was Ethics which included, "Citizenship of
Indians," "Indian and White Life," "Evils of Indian
Civilization," and "Enfranchisement." Ibid., pp. 142-143. See
also R.J. Carney, "Making Indian Children Stand Erect," The
ATA Magazine (March 1978), pp. 7-12. For a comparative view
see Margaret C. Szasz, "Listening to the Native Voice:
American Indian Schooling the Twentieth Century," Montana„
Vol 39 No. 3 (Summer 1989), pp. 42-53. The actual curriculum
followed in Canada is listed in the Tabular Statements of each
DIA
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parents never became the pliable, passive pawns that both
church and state envisioned.

Somerset, for instance,

encountered parental opposition on his recruitment trips. He
had space available in 1900 for 90 students, but only 60
attended.34- In his view parents were not opposed to the Red
Deer school, "but are simply lacking in interest in
educational matters, and prefer to keep the children around
their own homes."35 He recognized the most serious problem
when he noted that the Methodist Indian parents wanted "to
keep the children around their own homes."
Inspector W.J. Chisholm commented as well on the
difficulties of maintaining attendance. Both the Hobbema and
Saddle Lake agencies had day schools on the reserves which
encouraged parents to keep their children at home. Chisholm
felt that Red Deer's location was unfortunate:
as it has nothing to counterbalance the
disadvantage of its remoteness from the Indians
whose educational needs it is intended to serve.
The attempt to civilize our Indians by breaking up
the ties of home and alienating them from their
naural [sic] associations has proved a general

34DIA.,

1900, p. 379.

35NAC, RG10, vol. 3920, file 116,818, A. Sutherland to
Superintendent General, 4 January 1898. Sutherland wanted the
department's support in gaining assistance from Indian agents
to influence parents to send their children to Red Deer. The
Indian Commissioner responded that agents had standing
instructions to cooperate with principals in recruiting
students. NAC, RG10, vol. 3920, file 116,818, A.E. Forget to
the Secretary, 25 January 1898.
36DIA.,

1903, P- 457.
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Somerset had previously complained, in 1896, of a defiant
attitude among the students and that several of them had
deserted. He attributed this "insubordination" to a parental
visit in June.

Some of the deserters were eventually

returned, not due to a change of mind, but rather to a change
in regulations permitting the North West Mounted Police to
bring back truants.37
Despite their most determined efforts, only once in the
period from 1895 to 1907 did the school have a full enrolment
of 90, in 1904.38
The Cree and Stoney students encountered great animosity
to their culture at the Red Deer School on the part of the
principal and staff. Hart Cantelon's39 mother, Della Young,
37NAC,

RG10, vol. 3920, file 116,818, C.E. Somerset to
Indian Commissioner, 6 October 1896. See Titley's "Red Deer,"
p. 58-59. He adds that "The police action was made possible
by an amendment to the Indian Act in 1894 allowing the
department to make regulations regarding attendance at
industrial schools. The Indian Act, chapter 32, sections 137
and 138, as amended in 1894." Ibid., p. 69. But the department
only enforced mandatory attendance on truants. DIA., 1896, p.
xxxvii. James Smart, Superintendent General, said in 1898,
that the department wished to refrain from compulsory
measures, appealing instead to moral suasion and selfinterest. DIA., 1898, p. xxxvi.
38Enrolment figure for 1904 was 90, DIA., p. 381; 1905,
89, DIA., p. 347; 1906, 78, DIA., p. 415; 1907, 68, DIA., p.
383.
39Hart Cantelon, the son of an Indian farm instructor at
Goodfish Lake, now a United Church Minister, "grew up Cree."
Instrumental in creating the Indian Friendship Centre and
Native Awareness Week in Calgary, Hart also works with the
Native Employment Services in Calgary and Edmonton. He has
received the Alberta Achievement Award. Tom Keyser, "Alberta
preacher a real toiler," Calgary Herald, 11 June 1991. The
author interviewed Hart Cantelon in Edmonton on 2 September
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taught briefly there during Rice's terra.4°

Cantelon today

recalls his mother's description of the principal as "an
autocratic Englishman who had really no love for the native
people." Rice's disciplinary policy disturbed her the most.
As her son - remembers her telling him, one of the boys, once
defied the rule that no one went beyond the school's boundary.
He jumped the fence one morning to cut off a small branch of
a willow bush to make a whistle-- a spring ritual for boys.
Rice witnessed this minor transgression for which he punished
the offender before the staff and students. As Hart Cantelon
recalls his mother explaining to him, "the punishment at the
school for the boys was to sit backwards on a chair so that
your body was over the back of the chair and your back was
bared and you were whipped..."41
Disease remained a major concern for both the school
administration and the department. According to the Register,
of the 122 students admitted during the Somerset years (from
1895 to 1903), 32 (nearly 30%) died from either consumption,
spinal meningitis, pneumonia following a measles epidemic, and
a number of unspecified causes. Of the 40 enrolled between
1904 and 1907, 7 died.
The sChool tried to combat disease. Although the
1992.
4°Inspector Markle notes that a Miss D. Young, who held
a third-class certificate, taught the junior division in 1905.
DIA., 1905, p. 429.
41Interview with Hart Cantelon, 2 September 1992.
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department enforced a policy requiring new pupils to pass
medical examinations before admittance in 189642, the Red
Deer school had already implemented such a policy in 1895.43
Existing students received medical attention as the situation
warranted, -and as an extra precautionary measure, the school
appointed a doctor to visit at least once each week."

In

an effort to address the illness and high mortality rate both
Somerset and Dr. H.J. Denovan, the school's doctor,
recommended erecting a small hospital to isolate any
contagious students.45 The department however, so conscious
of economy, refused.46
Improper funding, parental opposition, health problems,
staff changes, and strange occurrences all plagued the school.
Somerset's principalship in fact, ended in 1903 with a series
of unfortunate episodes. Most seriously of all, a female
member of the staff disappeared.

On August 16, 1899,

Somerset hired Maud Lillian Waldbrooke, a single woman, thirty

42

DIA., 1896, p.xxxviii.

43The

Register, see from 1895 until 1916.

"DIA., 1898, p. 311.
45NAC,

RG10, vol. 3920, file 116,818, H.J. Denovan health
report for the period ending 30, April 1901; extract from
Somerset's report for April, 1901. See also Brian Titley's
"Red Deer", p. 59.
46NAC, RG10, vol. 3920, file 116,818, D. Laird to the
Secretary, 15 May 1901; M. Benson to the Secretary, 22 May
1901. Battleford, Regina, and High River Industrial schools
had separate hospitals isolated from their school buildings
and St. Boniface had two rooms set apart for disease.
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years old, from Hagersville, Ontario, to become the matron.
Two weeks later, on August 27, 1899, she vanished. Apparently
she had been ill and instead of attending church, went for a
walk. She was never heard of again. Both detectives and the
police searched but only found the imprint of a woman's shoe
along the river bank.47
Discussion of the mystery has continued for nearly a
century.

Immediately after the disappearance," George

Owens, the farm instructor, fired shots at a stranger found
lurking around the premises who refused to identify himself.
Then someone ransacked Principal Somerset's home. A fire
destroyed the school's pig barn. Someone broke into the
stable, and just as the farm instructor and students entered
the building, fired shots at them.

Finally, an unseen

assailant shot at the school's watchman.49 In view of these
47Michael

Dawe, "Fate of Matron remains mystery", Red Deer
Advocate, 3 October 1987, Red Deer & District Archives
Clipping File, n.p.
"RAC, RG10, vol. 3920, file 116,818, David Laird to the
Secretary, DIA., 28 December 1899; Ibid., Red Deer Mystery:
Strange Occurrences at Indian School, n.d, n.p. This report
was partially published in the Calgary Tribune, n.d. and
completely published in the Calgary Herald, 14 January 1900,
"The great, unsolved Indian School mystery," Red Deer
Advocate, 6 June 1974; Red Deer & District Archives, Clipping
File; Martin, "School," p. 7; Dawe, "Fate," 3 October 1987;
Brian Titley, "Red Deer," p. 59-60. Titley rightly comments
that these events were sensationalized by the press. p. 59.
49NAC, RG10, vol. 3920, file 116,818, Red Deer Mystery:
Strange Occurrences at Indian School, n.p., n.d. One theory,
based on mistaken identity, had Miss Waldebrooke eloped and
living happily in British Columbia. Neither her friends nor
family ever heard from her again. Michael Dawe, "Fate," 3
October 1987.
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occurrences, public opinion held that Miss Waldebrooke was
either murdered or she drowned.50
Even before Maud Waldebrooks's disappearance great staff
unrest existed at Red Deer. When a skilled teacher became
dissatisfied with her or his position at an institution,
another school was ready to recruit. Indeed, when John
Niddrie, the principal at Morley Methodist School discovered
that Miss Mary Jane Wellwood", seamstress, was "unsettled"
with her position at the Red Deer school, he contacted her on
June 1, 1899 to consider moving to Morley. He required a
seamstress but could only pay the going rate of fifteen
dollars per month, the same amount she received at Red
Deer.52 Conditions at Red Deer led Mary Jane Wellwood to
50Michae1 Dawe, Archivist at the Red Deer and District
Archives concurs. In his opinion, the events surrounding her
disappearance could imply that whoever was responsible for the
strange occurrences might have murdered the matron. Drowning
was the other theory. Heavy summer rainfalls occurred in 1899
raising the water level of the river. The river was dragged
but nothing was found. Interview with Michael Dawe, Red Deer,
7 July 1993.

51Mary

Jane Wellwood was a member of the Red Deer
Industrial School's staff in 1897, DIA., p.271; and in 1899,
DIA., p. 383. Somerset does not mention staff members in his
report in 1898.
5kalliam

L. Kent Family Papers. I am indebted to Mr.
Kent, who, while visiting Morley in the spring 1993, read an
article that I had published in the United Church's Historic
Sites & Archives Journal, on the Red Deer Industrial School.
He very kindly contacted me and provided copies of
correspondence that Niddrie wrote to his mother, Miss
Wellwood, to entice her to come to Morley in 1899. Niddrie
suggested to her to "say as little as possible to the
Principal" of her institution while she was deciding whether
or not to move. Niddrie wanted her to commence her position
on July 12, 1899. At Morley Miss Wellwood met Arthur E. Kent;
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move to the Stoney reserve.
Although chronic staff turnovers and the unsuitability of
some of the teachers remained continual problems at the Red
Deer school, the federal government showed little concern. In
1896 Clifford Sifton had down-sized the Department of Indian
Affairs to promote economy and centralization.53 The result
however produced a cash-starved bureaucracy, far removed from
the reality of the west.
After Miss Waldebrooke's disappearance Principal
Somerset's next faced two serious problems with former staff
members at his school. The two investigations that followed
reveal a great deal about how he ran the school. The conflict
began in this manner. On April 21, 1902, Thomas Ross,54 who
claimed to be a teacher at the Red Deer institute, sent a
telegraph to Clifford Sifton. Ross wrote, "Boys industrial
school have knives beyond control principal ladies badly fear

they were married by R.B. Steinhauer on April 1, 1901. See
also Uta H. Fox, "The Red Deer Industrial School, 1893-1919,"
Historic Sites & Archives Journal, Vol 6, No. 1 (May 1993), p.
15.
"Sifton," p. 131. Among Sifton's economy measures
were moving the Indian Commissioner's office from Regina to
Winnipeg and reducing the staff and salaries, pp. 131-132. He
also abolished the position of school inspector for a while,
turning these duties "over to agency inspectors." p. 133.
54According to J.W. Chalmers, few teachers who taught in
Indian schools had a valid Alberta certificate or a
certificate valid anywhere. J.W. Chalmers, Education Behind
the Buckskin Curtain: A History of Native Education in Canada
(Edmonton: University of Alberta, 1972), p. 173.
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hourly kindly take steps immediately."55 Both the Dominion
Land Agent, W.A. Collingham, who was dispatched by the
government to the school, and Somerset, instantly telegraphed
the department that nothing had occurred.56 Ross continued
his false accusations, and was joined by another ex-teacher,
one Daniel S. Kern,.who had been employed from January 1 to
March 15, 1902. Kern informed Sifton "that the boys had been
unruly, had assaulted him (Kern], and the school had been
closed in consequence for some weeks following."
Somerset had hired Ross in March 1902 after advertising
in Winnipeg (the names were submitted to the Commissioner for
approval). Acquiring teachers had proved difficult in the
past.57

Since Ross claimed to have a M.A. from Edinburgh

and he provided good references, Somerset agreed to hire him
sight unseen, on trial. The principal wired him a ticket to
come to Red Deer. Upon Ross's arrival in March Somerset,
however,

realized he had made a mistake. The principal

55NAC,

RG10, vol. 3920, file 116,818, telegraph (a draft)
from Thomas Ross to Hon. Clifford Sifton, 21 April 1902. See
also Titley's "Red Deer," pp. 60-62.
56Ibid, W.A. Collingham's telegraph to J.A. Smart, 22
April 1902, and C.E. Somerset's telegraph to J. Smart, 22
April 1902. Note that the government had to send the Dominion
Land Agent to investigate the alleged "insurrection."

bIA., 1903, p. 400, Somerset complained about how
difficult it was,to obtain qualified staff more committed to
Teachers were not up to the standard
work than wages.
required and the students academic performance suffered.
Chisholm agrees, in his report for 1903 he notes that during
the last three years seven different teachers had been
employed. DIA., p.457.
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described him as a "dirty, shabby man who seemed to have some
nervous trouble [Saint Vitus's dance] which prevented him from
keeping still." For four days Somerset gave Ross the benefit
of the doubt, but finally concluded that "as his mind was not
sound", the children might consider Ross "half-witted." He
asked him to leave. Ross refused, he wanted a year's salary,
Somerset offered him only one month's salary (thirty-five
dollars), but he did permit him to remain on school premises
until he could find another position. Somerset should not
have been so generous. Trouble erupted on April 16th. Ross
informed Somerset that some of the boys had laughed at him and
suddenly he was,
assaulted by a mob of big boys, armed with stones,
clubs, and long formidable hunting knives, under
the leadership of Enoch Bull, a big hulking fellow
of eighteen years, who repeated tried his best to
choke, pound and beat me with his fists58
On May 1, 1902, Martin Benson, a senior bureaucrat with
the Department of Indian Affairs, acknowledged that although
Thomas Ross appeared to be a "nervous crank" his specific
charges should be investigated. The Red Deer school had not
been inspected for the past three years, he added.59
Sutherland suggested that Reverend Dr. James Woodsworth
58NAC,

RG10, vol. 3920, file 116,818, Thomas Ross to D.
Laird, 5 May 1902. Ross filed charges, Bull was found guilty
but released with a suspended sentence. Ross left the school,
moving to Sage Bannerman's house, a short walk from the
school. Ibid., C.E. Somerset to J.A. Smart, 23, April 1902.
59Ibid., Martin Benson to the Secretary, 1 May 1902.
Benson claimed that there was not an officer available in that
neighbourhood who could perform an inspection.
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(Ferrier's predecessor as the Methodist Church's Inspector of
Indian Institutes), conduct an investigation.6°

The cash-

starved Indian Department could not send a government official
until January 1903.61
In the interim, Woodsworth reported .that both Ross and
Kern had a flair for the dramatic since he found little
evidence and fewer witnesses to substantiate their charges.
In fact, Woodsworth found that Ross lied about his religion
(he was a Presbyterian) and lied about the "insurrection."
Kern, on the other hand, he considered "soft and silly," a
man who displayed "an unusual fondness for female society. ”62
In Woodsworth's view, Somerset, had been victimized by two
discontented former employees. The principal was "honestly
and diligently trying to do his best in a difficult
situation."63
Inspector W.J. Chisholm's inquiry, conducted over nine
6°Ibid., A. Sutherland to Superintendent General, 8 July
1902.
°There were two inspectors that the department could have
sent, Mr. Chisholm, who had been placed in charge of Rupert's
Land Industrial School and Mr. McGibbon who was engaged with
Carlton Agency and later with annuity payments at Lac la
Ronge. Chisholm was eventually dispatched to Red Deer. Ibid.,
D. Laird to the Secretary, 24 December 1902.
62Ibid., James Woodsworth to A. Sutherland, 9 December
1902. Kern's fondness for the ladies at Red Deer continued
even after he left the school. In May Somerset found him
visiting the ladies of the staff in the dining room at 10:30
p.m. one evening when retirement time was 10:00 p.m. Somerset
ordered him off the premises.
63Ibid., James Woodsworth to A. Sutherland, 9 December
1902.
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months after the charges were laid by Ross and Kern, was not
as benign.

Chisholm considered Somerset a weak

disciplinarian. The inspector, however, experienced
difficulties in gathering testimony. Questioning the staff
proved problematic as most had been replaced in the
intervening nine months. Chisholm had to rely on second-hand
information to determine what had occurred. This reveals how
short-term the appointments of teachers, matrons, even cooks
were at the Red Deer Industrial School. Chisholm spoke to the
present matron, Miss Cummings who repeated that she heard her
predecessor, Miss Ferris, make the remark that some boys had
spoken unruly to her. Mrs. Macklin, the cook, said that the
former assistant matron, Miss Robinson, told her that the boys
had hissed at her in the dining room."
Chisholm concluded that improprieties and profanity had
occurred but the majority of Kern's and Ross's accusations
were embellished. He found, for instance, no evidence that
the boys carried knives. From Chisholm's report, the Indian
Commissioner summarized his view of the inquiry: "The matter
can be summed up as one of general lack of discipline
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Benson concurred and to give further credence to the lack of

"Ibid., Report on investigation of Complaints made by
Thos. Ross and Daniel S. Kern. regarding the management of the
Red Deer Industrial School, held under instructions of the
Indian Commissioner's letter No. 37/47, dated 26 December
1902.
65NAC, RG10, vol. 3920, file 116,818, as cited by Martin
Benson to Superintendent General, 17 February 1903.
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management at the Red Deer school, he cited Miss Waldebrooke's
disappearance in 1899 which he directly attributed to
Principal Somerset.66
The Methodist Church replaced C.E. Somerset as
principa167- in July 1903. The newly appointed James Rice
believed in strict discipline. No doubt he also tried to end
the use of the Cree language at the school, which Chisholm had
reported as being "quite prevalent" under Somerset.68
As the Red Deer Industrial School expanded, in its
desperate attempt to become economically viable, it sacrificed
more and more of its concern for the students themselves, who
came to be regarded by the administrators more as automatons,
instead of, as children. The situation became a vicious
circle, the more the school tried to become economically
viable, the more it neglected the students, which further

66NAC, RG10, vol. 3920, file 116,818, Martin Benson to
Superintendent General, 17 February 1903. Benson advised
enforcing annual inspections of schools by the department and
replacing Somerset as principal.
67Somerset claimed that he was not being treated fairly.
He was never given the opportunity to defend himself nor did
he receive the entire Chisholm report. He was not able to
question the individuals who made charges against him.
Summarily dismissed without an opportunity to redeem himself,
Somerset was not even notified by Rev. Sutherland that he
would be replaced; rather, he read about Rice becoming the new
principal in the Red Deer paper. NAC, RG10, vol.3920, file
116,818, C.E. Somerset to Clifford Sifton, 16 July 1903.
°Chisholm also conducted a general inspection of the Red
Deer school and in his report for 1903, he states that "a
serious drawback to school work, as well as an evidence of bad
discipline, was the use of the Cree language, which was quite
Prevalent." DIA., p 457.
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antagonized the Methodist Indian parents who increasingly
opposed sending their children to the distant institution.
Yet, without a full enrolment, the Red Deer school could not
obtain the necessary per capita grants to help make the school
economically self-sufficient.

Chapter Four
Reconciliation, but to no avail, 1907-1919
By 1906 the Department of Indian Affairs experienced
difficulties in justifying industrial schools.1 Indeed, the
department was beginning to abandon the industrial school
concept altogether.

Some of these schools had already

closed?, others, such as the Red Deer Industrial School were
forced to endure a long, slow painful death by an apathetic
department. Simply put, the department underfinanced this
institution, with no regard to the staff nor students.
Ironically, the department made its decision just as the Red
Deer school finally had administrators who cared about the
student's welfare and were attempting to restore relations
with the Indian community.
The Protestant churches also realized that the existing
system was "not satisfactory."3 Representatives had met a
number of times and formed a joint committee4 to devise "some
1Kennedy,

p. 169.

2:Rupert's

Land Industrial School burned in 1906, never to
open again; Calgary, St. Boniface, and Metlakahtla closed in
1907; Battleford in 1914, Elkhorn in 1918, and High River
(Dunbow) in 1922. Titley, A Narrow Vision, p. 83.
384th Annual Report of the Missionary Society of the
Methodist Church (Toronto: Methodist Mission Rooms, 1908), p.
48.
4Ibid. The Methodists claimed that "overtures were made
to the authorities of the Roman Catholic Church to join in the
movement, but they declined." p. 48. Eric Porter confirmed
that the Roman Catholics "refused to join with the Protestant
Churches in the presentation of their views on Indian
education." Eric Porter, "The Anglican Church and Native
Education: Residential Schools and Assimilation," (Ph.D.
Thesis, University of Toronto), 1981, p.61.
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comprehensive scheme" that would "lead to better results."5
Unlike the department, however, many retained a belief in the
value of industrial schools. It was felt imperative to break
the students ties with their traditional culture.

The

students' total isolation from their parents and their home
reserves seemed the best way do this. In 1908 the Anglican,
Presbyterian, and Methodist Churches6 reaffirmed their
opposition to day schools.

Collectively they favoured

industrial and boarding schools.
Arthur Barner7 became the fourth principal at Red Deer
in March 1907. After four years of aggressive expansion under
Rice, Barner opted for consolidation and reconciliation by
creating a "home atmosphere" to complement his policy of
"firmness with kindness." In fact, in order for the Red Deer
school to survive he had to make changes. Rice's methods had

584th

Annual Report, p. 48.

6UCA, Incoming Correspondence of the General Secretary
Foreign Department, Missionary Society, Methodist Church,
1900-1910 [A. Sutherland Papers], Box 118, "The Western
Committee on Indian Education representing the Anglican,
Presbyterian, and Methodist Churches, met in Manitoba College
on April 7th, 1908, to consider a document presented by the
Deputy Superintendent General of Indian affairs, dealing with
the question of Indian Schools."

lorn in York, England, in 1869, Arthur Barner came to
Canada in 1890, farming for three years before his "Christian
experience became clear and definite." After being ordained
in 1900, he worked at Saskatoon, Lacombe, and Alix, Alberta.
Christian Guardian, 14 June 1911, p. 4. Ernest Nix Clipping
File. Barner gained two years experience with the Sioux at
the Whitecap reserve near Saskatoon. UCA, A. Sutherland
Papers, Prairie provinces, Indian missions, Box 134, A. Barner
to Hon. S.H. Blake, 15 February 1909.
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alienated the parents, the students, and the staff. As Barner
apologetically informed Dr. Sutherland:
Mr. Somerset had followed a policy of kindness
without firmness while Mr. Rice swung to the other
extreme and used with vigor a policy of firmness, I
cannot say without kindness, but his methods of
firmness were such that they made it absolutely
impossible for him to get near enough to the
children to be kine
Parents had complained about the manual labour and the amount
of it that the students had to perform. Barner had to:
break down a good deal of the feeling that this
Institute is being run for the personal gain of one
man (a deepseated conviction on the Reserves by the
way both amongst Indians and government officials)
by a more liberal method of handling the question
of education...9
Even though enrolment had declined to less than fifty
students, Barner resolved to improve conditions before he
embarked on recruiting campaigns.10 He ended corporal
punishment."

The new principal also instituted annual

holidays for the entire school (with the consent of the
department).
Desertions stopped under this new programme.12
8Ibid.,

A. Barner to A. Sutherland, 19 December 1908.

9UCA, A. Sutherland Papers, Prairie provinces, Indian
missions, Red Deer Industrial School, 1908, Box 133, A. Barner
to A. Sutherland, 18 December 1908.
utCA, E. Shore Papers, Box 5, file 94, A. Barner to J.N.
Shannon, 20 April 1908.

"Ibid., A. Barner to J. Shannon, 8 April 1908.
12Barner succeeded so well with his policy that when he
went to pick up the students from their summer holiday on
August 11, 1911, he was surprised that there was much more:
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The new principal placed more emphasis on religion and
the school's academic programme. In addition to the regular
religious services held on Sundays, the daily prayers, and the
weekly voluntary classes for both boys and girls, Mrs. Barner
organized a mission band.13 Barner himself started a library
which proved to be popular. He also had the students write
the Alberta Public School examinations in 1910 and "twenty-one
of them scored over 50 percent in the following range of
subjects: reading, writing, spelling, geography and nature
study, history, literature, composition, grammer, arithmetic,
drawing, and hygiene."14 As well, a number of students
pronounced gladness on the part of the children
themselves coming back to the school. We had 56 of
them on the one car, a special from Strathcona to
RED DEER, and I really had to stare for there was
just about as much play and noise as there was when
we were taking them for their holidays.
UCA, T.E. Shore Papers, Prairie provinces, Indian missions,
Red Deer Industrial School, A. Barner, Principal, March 1908May 1911, Box 5, file 94, A. Barner to E. Shore, 12 August
1911. Methodist officials included Barner's success story in
the Annual Report of the Missionary Society in 1908 and The
Missionary Outlook in 1908. See 84th Annual Report, p. 49;
and The Missionary Outlook, May 1908, p. 103. Ernest Nix
Clipping File. Both accounts mention that corporal punishment
was abolished.
13DIA., 1908, p. 388-389. In a Special Report prepared by
Barner for the year 1909-1910, he comments that during one
Sunday night appeal, twenty students "came right out into the
middle of the Assembly room to declare their consecration to
Christ." UCA, A. Sutherland Papers, Prairie provinces, Indian
missions, Red Deer Industrial School, April 1909-1910, A.
Barner, Principal, Box 135, "Special Report of the Red Deer
Indian Industrial School," by A. Barner, n.d.
14Titley,

"Red Deer," as cited in NAC, RG10, vol. 3920,
file 116,818, A. Barner to department secretary, 11 June 1910,
p. 71. In the "Special Report of the Red Deer Indian
Industrial School," UCA, Box 135. n.d., Barner added that "to
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participated in an essay contest, the two best papers being
published in the Red Deer Advocate.15 Inspector J.A. Markle
commented that there were some "very bright" students at the
schoo1.16
Although the majority of students returned to the
reserves following graduation, there were some who sought
higher education. A number of them, including one girl,
attended Alberta College in Edmonton.17 The school kept
abreast of its ex-students;

one became a government

interpreter at the Saddle Lake Agency and another taught at
the Whitefish Lake reserve.18 A few girls entered domestic
service in Red Deer. One boy apprenticed to a Red Deer
blacksmith. A Methodist Sunday School organization in Ontario
donated one hundred dollars to support one Indian boy at the
school in 1908. Barner used these funds to assist a recent
graduate to attend Alberta College. The boy in question
worked at a store in Exshaw and became a voluntary missionary

show the practical working of the subjects in actual life and
to illustrate profusely seems to appeal to the mind of the
Indian."
15Titley,
16DIA.,

"Red Deer," P- 63.

1909, p. 391.

17The Register, four boys attended the college. One more
was encouraged by Barner to enrol but extenuating
circumstances interfered. The girl took a business course.
181JCA, A. Sutherland Papers, Prairie provinces, Indian
missions, Red Deer Industrial School, April 1909-1910, Box
135, A. Barner, Principal, "Special Report of the Red Deer
Indian Industrial School," n.d.
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5. Reserve School 1908. United Church of Canada/Victoria
University Archives, Toronto. This photograph seems to be
taken at the same time as photograph 6 (see p. 89) was taken.
Arthur Barner is in the second row, sixth from the left.
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to that community.19
Barner's changes proved most positive. The rampant staff
turnovers which had characterized the earlier years
declined.20 Inspector J.A. Markle commented as well that the
staff was "reliable."21 Some of the staff did receive an
increase in wages in 1907.22 But the department would not
allow improvement money for this institute's buildings

"UCA, T.E. Shore Papers, Prairie provinces, Indian
missions, Red Deer Industrial School, March 1908-May 1911, A.
Barner, Principal, Box 5, file 94, A. Barner to T.E. Shore, 23
May 1908. This student wrote to Barner, "I am getting along
fine, only in the Christian life I am finding it hard. Since
I started here to work, it seems as though everyone in the
store is making fun of me...I have been kind of lonely these
last few days...Ibid., J.D. Rabbit to A. Barner, 14 May, 1908.
a/See DIA., 1908, 1909, 1910, 1911, and 1912, pages
respectively, 388, 383, 471, 554, and 546 for staff
continuity.

NAC, RG10, vol. 3921, file 116,818-1B, J.A. Markle to
D.C. Scott, 3 April 1914.
22UCA, A. Sutherland Papers, Incoming Correspondence, A.
J.P. Rice & A. Barner, Box 132, Report of the Red Deer
Industrial Institute for the year ending 31 March 1907. While
the report omits the salary of the principal, the Assistant
Principal received $40; the carpenter and teacher both $40;
the farmer $50; farm help $20; matron $25; cook $20; laundress
$18; and seamstress $15. By the time Joseph F. Woodsworth
became principal in 1913 wages had again risen: the principal
earned $1,000 per year; teachers $600; the matron $360; the
sewing and laundry instructors $240; but the per capita grant
remained at $130 per student. E.E.M. Joblin, "Report of T.
Ferrier, for the year ending 31 March 1913," Indian
Residential Schools: School Residences Maintained and Operated
by the Government of Canada and the United Church of Canada
and Church owned residences, 1849-1970, March 1981. UCA, Box
2, file 8 vol. VIa. This report also contains selected typed
copies of letters that Barner wrote to Hon. S.H. Blake.
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6. Staff, 1908. Photograph: United Church of Canada/Victoria
University Archives, Toronto. From left to right, top row:
T.H. Lockhart, Vice-Principal; Arthur Barner, Principal; W.B.
Shaw, School Teacher; Chas. McBride, Carpenter. 2nd row: Miss
S. Slack, Seamstress; Miss F. Olford, Cook. 3rd row: Miss A.
Culham, Laundress; L.G. Willcocks, Assistant Farmer; Miss A.
Hives, Matron; T.A. McMahon, Farmer. List of staff names: Red
Deer and District Archives.
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during this time.°
The transformations that Barner initiated were designed
to persuade both parents and students that a new order existed
at the school.

The Rev. Robert B. Steinhauer however,

remained suspicious. Barner found the Methodist Indian parents
at his home community of Saddle Lake still "rebellious against
the Institute." Apparently Steinhauer, the missionary at
Whitefish Lake as well as Saddle Lake and Goodfish Lake, had
warned (to use Barner's words) "that 'this new man [Barner]
would have to prove himself for three years before receiving
any help from that quarter."24

Steinhauer eventually

relented, but did wait the three years before fully endorsing
the school. Only in 1910 did the Cree minister visit the
institute and after satisfying himself, openly addressed the
school to state his confidence in the management. As tangible
evidence of his trust, Steinhauer enrolled his only son as a
student.°
The year Barner became principal the industrial schools
across Western Canada faced many problems. The federal

°I.JCA, A. Sutherland Papers, Prairie provinces, Indian
missions, Red Deer Industrial School, 1908, A. Barner,
principal, Box 133, A. Barner to A. Sutherland, 19 December
Titley states that the department had imposed a
1908.
moratorium on constructing new industrial schools in the late
1890s. Perhaps this moratorium extended to repairs as well.
Titley, A Narrow Vision, p. 80.
241bid., A. garner to A. Sutherland, 19 December 1908.
25UCA, A. Sutherland Papers, Prairie provinces, Indian
missions, Red Deer Industrial School, A. Barner, Principal,
Box 135, A. Barner to A. Sutherland, 26 February 1910.
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government ruled that all Metis and non-status Indians could
not attend the industrial schools. Secondly, several Indian
communities associated with the Red Deer institute refused to
send their children to that school. Finally, 1907 was the
year that the medical report by Dr. P.H. Bryce exposed the
terrible health conditions among Amerindian students.
Maintaining enrolment at capacity eluded both Barner and
his successor Joseph F. Woodsworth (appointed in 1912).26
This seriously affected the revenue generated from the per
capita grants, and jeopardized the institutions's daily
operations. Inclement weather complicated the school's
problems, early frosts, heavy rains, and hail, each whittled
away at the agricultural income potential. The department's
directive (issued in March 1909) to dismiss all non-treaty
students added to the financial worries. In Red Deer's case,
it had to discharge 17 students. In a school with a capacity
for 90 students, this would have left only 28 in
attendance.27

26Woodsworth was born in Parry Sound, Ontario 1879, the
son of James Woodsworth, the first Superintendent of Methodist
Missions in Western Canada; and the brother of J.S.
Woodsworth, the socialist. Graduating from Wesley College in
Manitoba, and Victoria College in Toronto, he became ordained
in Medicine Hat in 1908. He was the minister at Provost,
Stettler, and Lethbridge before coming to the Red Deer school.
Brian Titley, "Red Deer" as cited from PAA 75.387,
U.C.960/330.
27UCA, A. Sutherland Papers, Prairie provinces Indian
missions, Red Deer Industrial School, January-March 1909, A.
Barner, Principal, Box 134, A. Barner to A. Sutherland, 18
March 1909.
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Barner regarded these students, many of them "halfbreeds," as the mainstay of the institution. Some of them
were the "biggest and best trained boys and girls." Even if
new recruits immediately replaced these students, "no quantity
of new pupils could fill their place because all new pupils
are young and untrained."28
After receiving his objections the department noted that
Barner accepted students who were not legal or status Indians
under the Indian Act. The majority of the seventeen Red Deer
students to be dismissed were classified as "half-breeds," änd
the others were non-status Indians.29 Fearing immediate
closure of the Red Deer school, however, Duncan Campbell
Scott, Superintendent General of-Indian Education, convinced
the department to "to wink at their retention for a while."30
To increase enrolment Barner embarked on a tour of the
Alberta reserves to seek new prospective students.
Optimistically he believed that once the Methodist Indian

28Ibid.,

A. Barner to A. Sutherland, 24 March 1909.

29UCA, A. Sutherland Papers, Prairie provinces, Indian
missions, Red Deer Industrial School, April 1909-1910, A.
Barner, Principal, Box 135, D.C. Scott to A. Sutherland, 29
April 1909.
30Ibid., D.C. Scott to A. Sutherland, 10 May 1910. Barner
did have two non-treaty Indians enrolled at the school. He
never applied to the department for their admission (it would
have been refused) which meant that he never received any
grants for them. They were "cases where it was almost
impossible for me to refuse admission to the School." UCA, A.
Sutherland Papers, Prairie provinces, Indian missions, Red
Deer Industrial School, April 1909-1910, A. Barner, Principal,
Box 135, A. Barner to A. Sutherland, 25 September 1909.
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community accepted the principle of education at the Red Deer
Industrial School, the school's population would again expand.
As he reported to Alexander Sutherland on September 19, 1908,
he had spent eight days at the White Whale reserve (Paul's
Band) and surrounding reserves north of Edmonton:
sitting around teepees and camp fires, praying with
and advising the sick, eating with (wherever
possible and at best a repulsive job) the people,
at one camp we had singing & prayer in the open
after supper and all the time explaining this
educational work including description of school,
method of life, plan of education &c &c sometimes
parleying with one Indian for 2 hours...
It has been said that Alberta has the poorest class
of Canadian Indians. I can well believe it, for
ignorance and dirt they would be hard to beat. I
can truly say that no amount of money no matter how
great would hire me to spend another week as I
spent the one referred to...31
Barner shared the common prejudices of a number of
Alberta mission and Indian department officials towards
Indians.32 Frustrated by his inability to persuade parents to
understand the advantages of gaining an education at Red Deer
clouded his ability to appreciate or understand the parent's
predicament. As the previous principals of the Red Deer

m UCA, A. Sutherland Papers, Prairie provinces, Indian
missions, Red Deer Industrial Institute, 1908, A. Barner,
Principal, Box 133, 19 September 1908.
32A.Y. Blain, Acting Deputy Attorney-General of Alberta
in 1908 reported, after meeting with people who "had
considerable experience" in dealing with Indians that he found
them mostly unsympathic to the Indians regarding them "as a
sort of a pest..." Anglican Church of Canada, General Synod
Archives, Toronto, MSCC Special Indian Committee, S.H. Blake
Correspondence, G.S. 75-103, Series 2-14, Box 14, A.Y. Blain
to S. Blake, 27 March 1908.
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school had done, he censured the parents for all the school's
enrolment problems:
After all is said and done the adult Indian... is a
very whimsical individual... Generally speaking he
is but a child himself, if he is pleased he will
allow his child to attend school if he is
displeased he will not. There is no intelligent
judgement about this course and it seems too bad
that valuable money and time should be spent under
such conditions.
There should be a law of
compulsory education which of course would only be
brought to bear upon stubborn cases or at times
when petulance and caprise are made the instruments
of torture for self-sacrificing workers in mission
or govt schools. Of course there must be kept to
the front in the minds and hearts of the workers
the spirit of sympathy with the older Indians in
the midst of their heredity of ignorance [,] excess
[,] and general lack of self-control 33
The principal's recruitment trips proved unsuccessfu1.34
Both the Morley and Hobbema bands continued to boycott the Red
Deer institution. In the case of the Morley reserve the
boycott continued even though the Methodist reserve school had
closed. As the parents were out hunting at the time of the
closure Barner brought the Morley students to Red Deer

331LICA,

A. Sutherland Papers, Prairie provinces, Indian
missions, Red Deer Industrial School, Box 133, A. Barner to A.
Sutherland, 19 December 1908.
34Frorn

government records and his own travels, Barner
calculated that there were 229 school-age students on the
reserves associated with the Red Deer school, but in May 1909
only 38 were enrolled. The actual figures were: Morley had
110 students; Hobbema 70; White Whale Lake 18; Saddle Lake 16;
Whitefish Lake & Goodfish Lake a total of 15. Of the 38 in
attendance: none were from Morley; 8 from Hobbema; 11 from
White Whale Lake; 6 from Saddle Lake; and 13 from Whitefish &
Goodfish Lakes. UCA, A. Sutherland Papers, Prairie provinces,
Indian missions, Red Deer Industrial School, April 1909-1910,
A. Barner, principal, Box 135, A. Barner to A. Sutherland and
T. Ferrier, 4 May 1909.
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temporarily until they returned. Red Deer's principal hoped
to convince the parents that their children should remain as
part of the enrolment.35 His hopes were thwarted.

On

February 15, 1909 he wrote that the Stoneys at Morley "vow
that they will not send their children to Red Deer."36
The Methodist Indians at Hobbema also opposed the school
and although Chief Samson was sensitive to Barner's position,
he would not support him. According to Barner, the Chief
informed him that:
I have never been in favor of the Red Deer School.
I opposed the erection of it. I have always wanted
a Boarding School [on this reserve] like the Roman
Catholics have. I cannot support the Red Deer
School in any way. I have asked my people to not
place their children in the Roman Catholic School
until next fall so that we may know what the
government and Church are going to do for us if a
Boarding School is not assured by that time I will
tell the people to send them if they like. We do
not want a Day School for we need somewhere to
leave our children when we go away but we are not
going to send them off the Reserve when there is a
school on the Reserve.37
Despite Barner's disappointment with the adult Indians,
and as much as he, on occasion, subscribed to the prevailing
351ICA,

A. Sutherland Papers, Prairie provinces, Indian
missions, Red Deer Industrial School, Box 133, A. Barner to A.
Sutherland, 26 December 1908. The Methodist Church had no
choice but to close the school. The staff had dwindled away.
361_DCA,

A. Sutherland Papers, Prairie provinces, Indian
missions, Red Deer Industrial School, April 1909-1910, Box
134, A. Barner to Hon. S.H. Blake, 15 February 1909.
37Ibid., A. Barner to A. Sutherland, 18 March 1909.
Indian Commissioner, David Laird, replied that Samson's
request was "most unreasonable," Ibid., A. Barner to A.
Sutherland, 27 March 1909.
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7. Cree and Stoney Chiefs at Hamilton Ontario, October 4
1886. These three Chiefs had gone to eastern Canada to attend
a Centenary Methodist Meeting, Hamilton. Left to right: Jonas
Goodstoney, Stoney; Samson, Cree; Pakan or James Seenum, Cree.
Glenbow Archives. NA-293-1. Although Pakan requested the
return of his son in 1894, the Seenum band sent students to
Red Deer throughout its twenty-six years. Chief Samson, who
had surrendered 20,000 acres of land (see p. 23), opposed the
Red Deer location and boycotted the school.
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non-Native stereotypes, he did make an intellectual
breakthrough. If changes were to be implemented into the
present structure of Methodist Indian education, Barner
advised both Alexander Sutherland and Thompson Ferrier to
consult the Indians first. In his opinion "there is a feeling
abroad among our Indians that they would like to have
something to say about the Education of their children and I
believe more will be accomplished by confidence and cooperation than by any kind of compulsion."38 In 1909 Barner
admitted defeat and proposed that boarding schools be built at
Hobbema and Saddle Lake.
Conditions did improve at the Red Deer Industrial School
during the principalship of Arthur Barner. During these years
disease became almost a rarity in comparison to the deaths
recorded at the school prior to 1907. Only four children died
between 1907 and 1913, three of them while at home.39 A few
cases of scrofula, measles, and pneumonia occurred but none of
them proved to be fatal. The principal repaired the school's
sanitation system and the health of the students improved.°
No doubt the new positive atmosphere, and the school's low

381TaA,

A. Sutherland Papers, Prairie provinces, Indian
missions, Red Deer Industrial School, April 1909-1910, Box
135, A. Barner to A. Sutherland & T. Ferrier, 4 May 1909.
39DIA., 1909, p. 384. Barner acknowledges that these
children passed away at their homes. Normally the principals
did not mention any deaths other than those which occurred at
the school.

°DIA., 1908, p. 389.
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enrolment (the school was not overcrowded to say the least),
contributed as well.
But despite whatever Barner and his successor, Joseph
Woodsworth, could do the Red Deer Industrial School was under
a death sentence. The Methodist Indians of Alberta would not
fully support it, nor would the federal government. Although
the school did not close until 1919, the government and
church both considered its closure as early as 1909.
Shortly after the government's suggestion in 1909 of
relocating the Red Deer school, delegates from the Methodist
Churchill met to outline the Church's position on Indian
education. In late 1909 they published the Report of the
Alberta Province Indian Commission42 which advised closing
the Red Deer school and erecting boarding schools at Hobbema
and Saddle Lake. As well, the committee commented on the
overly optimistic expectations that the church initially had,
and urged instead, circumspection. Charles H. Huestis, a
member of the Report of the Alberta Province Indian
Commission, and the President of the Alberta Conference,

111 T. Ferrier, Superintendent of Indian Schools and
Hospitals for the Methodist Church in Canada; C.H. Huestis,
M.A. President of the Alberta Conference; T.C. Buchanan,
Superintendent of Missions in Alberta, and Arthur Barner,
Principal of the Red Deer Industrial School, had prepared the
Report of the Alberta Province Indian Commission.

42Report of the Alberta Province Indian Commission,
October 1909. UCA, uncatalogued, June/79. Ernest Nix Clipping
File.
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8. Students and Staff. United Church of Canada/Victoria
University Archives, Toronto. This photograph must have been
taken during J.F. Woodsworth principalship. Note the staff in
this picture is completely different than the staff in
photograph 5.
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published The Problem of the Indian in Alberta° in 1911. He
expressed doubts about the wisdom of the existing policy:
Are we wise in our attempts to make a white man out
of the Indian by requiring him to give up his
tribal customs and adopt those of the AngloSaxon?...Are we at the present time...reaping the
results of a superficial change in the mind and no
change in the heart that took place when the
majority of the Indians accepted our religion in
place of their pagan religion?"
The Methodists, however, could not agree upon the
solution to their problem. Some Methodists, while realizing
the school's shortcomings wanted to retain it on account of
the Roman Catholic boarding schools at Saddle Lake and
Ermineskin reserve. Indian Commissioner David Laird had said
in March 1909 that the department would not build boarding
schools on every reserve.45

Secondly, the Methodists

themselves were not prepared to make the financial commitment
to build boarding schools at Hobbema and Saddle Lake
considering that their deficit on Indian schooling was already
huge and still growing. The existing school at Red Deer at

43Charles

H. Huestis, The Problem of the Indian in Alberta
(n.p., 1911). T.E. Lockhart, the Vice Principal of the Red
Deer school during most of Barner's term provided similar
views. See T.H. Lockhart, "Industrial Education of the Indian
in Western Canada" The Red Man, Vol 2, No.7 (March 1910), pp.
17-25.
"Ibid., p. 13.
451jiCA,

A. Sutherland Papers, Prairie provinces, Indian
missions, Red Deer Industrial School, April 1909-1910, Box
134, A. Barner to A. Sutherland, 27 March 1909. D. Laird had
informed Barner that there could not be a boarding school on
every reserve; if they built one for Samson a precedent would
be established for the other reserves.
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least gave them a presence within the Hobbema area. If
abandoned, Barner himself feared that "the Roman Catholics
will get them all, it is only a matter of time."" Yet Chief
Samson's boycott of the Red Deer school meant that the Roman
Catholics might in any event convert the Methodist children
attending their school at Ermineskin.47 Barner could not
solve the dilemma.
Barner's resignation was precipitated by a departmental
investigation.

By 1913 government financial neglect had

resulted in dilapidated buildings, furniture, equipment, and
an operating deficit of $5,000. In response to the financial
plight the government dispatched Inspector S. Swinford to the
school to determine whether financial mismanagement had
occurred.48
Swinford disliked denominational school inspections. He

46UCA, A. Sutherland Papers, Prairie provinces, Indian
missions, Red Deer Industrial School, January-March 1909, A.
Barner, Principal, Box 134, A. Barner to A. Sutherland, 27
March 1909. For an insight into the competition between the
various religious organizations see J.R. Miller's
"Denominational Rivalry in Indian Residential Education,"
Western Oblate Studies 2, ed. Raymond Huel (Lewiston: The
Edwin Mellen Press, 1992), pp. 139-155.
47Even as David Laird vetoed department-funded boarding
schools for the Methodists at Hobbema, some Methodist parents
at the Samson reserve were already applying to have their
children educated at Ermineskin. UCA, A. Sutherland Papers,
Prairie provinces, Indian missions, Red Deer Industrial School
January-March 1909, A. Barner, Principal, Box 134, A. Barner
to A. Sutherland, 27 March 1909.

"NAC, RG10, vol. 3921, file 116,818-1B, Assistant Deputy
and Secretary to S. Swinford, 3 May 1913. Swinford was the
Inspector of Indian Agency Accounts at Hobbema.
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was uncomfortable with Reverend Principals, who in his opinion
appeared to be above keeping records, taking advantage of
their station in life which itself should suffice as proof of
any transactions. Not finding any instances of mismanagement
nor transgressions, he focused his attention on trivial items.
His chief complaints were: that the staff lived well. They
bought produce in season, and they did not buy wholesale. The
school spent $500 to transport children home on holidays. It
paid money to students and staff who worked on Saturdays (or
after hours). Objecting to the recreational costs for hockey,
footballs, newspapers, and books as well, Swinford advised the
department not to pay the deficit since he was convinced it
was due to Barner's wish "to be thought a good fellow by both
Indians and whites with whom he ran in contact and did
business."49
Barner had enough. He resigned as principal during
Swinford's inspection. He had asked the Mission Board as
early as 1912 to leave the Indian work and to take up a
pastorate again.50
A second departmental audit of the school followed, this
time by J.A. Markle. Any excesses that Swinford had alluded
to were rationalized by Markle who noted that neither the
°Ibid., S. Swinford to the Secretary, 26 May 1913.
50UCA, T.E.E. Shore Papers, Prairie provinces, Indian
missions, Red Deer Industrial School, Box 5, file 94,
T.E.Shore to A. Barner, 30 August 1912. Barner became the
Superintendent of Indian Missions for the United Church,
remaining in that position until 1936.
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staff nor the living expenses were extravagant. In his view,
transportation costs, which included both holidays and sickleave, were necessary. To deny parents the opportunity to see
their children when seriously ill "would be almost inhuman to
refuse." 'Distances were a reality -- the Whitefish Lake
reserve, for example, was 250 miles north from Red Deer.
Moreover, enrolment at the school would fall even greater if
children were denied holidays.

As for the luxuries of

recreational pursuits, sporting equipment, and reading
material, Marble recognized that the Missionary Society had
paid for them.
Markle was aware of the school's deterioration, but as he
assumed that the school would shortly be closed, he did not
recommended any repairs. He did observe however, that
improvements to the buildings and equipment would cost between
$20,000 - 25,000.51
Joseph Woodsworth inherited a school under a death
sentence from the federal government, from the Methodist
Indians, and really (although they had not reached a full
consensus on this themselves), from the Methodist Church as
well.

Brian Titley has described Woodsworth as "a

compassionate and able man."52 A former Indian student of
his at the Edmonton Residential School, whose father was a lay

51 NAC, RG10, vol. 3921, file 116,818-1B, J.A. Markle to
D.C. Scott, 3 April 1914.
52Titley,

"Red Deer," p. 65.
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United Church Minister in British Columbia, remembers him as
a "small, quiet man who was a real father to all of us but he
ruled with fairness & sternness if necessary."53 On the
other hand, Linda Bull, in preparation of her M.A. Thesis on
Alberta Indian Residential Schools, interviewed a number of
former students at Edmonton, one of which recalled the school
as being "worse than a jail."54
The agricultural operation of the school remained the
same under Woodsworth as it had under Barner: no expansion
took place. The disintegrating conditions at the school
continued as well, compounded by the First World War. Finally
in March 1914 the department, with Ferrier's support, ended
the Red Deer-Hobbema-Saddle Lake debate by deciding to retain
the Red Deer school and make the necessary repairs to it. The
war however, stopped the improvements from being made.55
53F. Anne Michael to U.H. Fox, 30 October 1992. Ms.
Michael attended the Edmonton Residential School (ERS) from
1933 to 1938 with the Woodsworth children. Following her
education at ERS she attended Alberta College and Edmonton
Normal School earning a teaching certificate. Rev. J.F.
Woodsworth was instrumental in finding her a teaching position
on the Kispiox reserve in B.C. where she became "the first
Indian school teacher in the Skeena River area in 1940."
54Bu11, pp. 56-58. Francis Lightning, a former Red Deer
student, fondly remembered the football and soccer games that
the boys played. Nine years old when he first attended the
Red Deer institute in 1914, Francis was then sent to the
Brandon Industrial School when Red Deer closed in 1919.
Francis Lightning, interviewed by the author, Hobbema, July 1,
1993.
55UCA, Correspondence of the General Secretary and
Assistant Secretary, Foreign Department, Missionary Society,
James Endicott & Jesse H. Arnup Papers, 1912-1923, Box 1 file
9, D.C. Scott to J. Endicott, 9 March 1914.
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Parents reacted to the Red Deer decision by holding a
public meeting at the Samson reserve. Representatives from
Hobbema, Saddle Lake, Goodfish Lake, White Whale Lake (Paul's)
and Louis Bull reserves came to an understanding to boycott
the Red Deer school. To ward off the boycott delegates from
the Methodist Church in Alberta approached the department to
build improved day schools at Morley, Hobbema, Paul's, and
Saddle Lake. The schools though, were not built.56 For two
years following this decision, from 1916 to 1918, not a single
child was admitted to the Red Deer school from these
reserves.57
Woodsworth attempted to raise the morale among the
students and to improve communications between the school and
the parents. He instituted, in January 1916, a monthly
newsletter called "Waskasoo" (Cree for either Elk or Red Deer
River)58 that students sent home.

Full of chatty news of

life at the school, "Waskasoo," also provided a view of the
institution in the context of the larger community.
According to "Waskasoo" parents visited their children at the
school and spent the weekend with them. Former students
dropped in on their travels across the province. At Christmas
time the students exchanged gifts.

The younger students

56NAC, RG10, vol. 3921, file 116,818-1B, T. Ferrier to
secretary, 20 October 1916.
57PAA, RG10, vol. 6350, file 751-1, part 1, J.F.
Woodsworth to James Endicott, 5 June 1919.
58Titley,

"Red Deer," p. 65.
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received toys, the older girls a new gramophone, and the boys
a new punch-bag and a set of boxing gloves. Sicknesses such as
chicken pox and the "Grippe" are also mentioned, especially
how they affected the school's operation.59
Disease struck again in November 1918,
.
this time with
swift and tragic consequences. The Spanish influenza broke
out among the students in November. Within two days five
students had died. As both staff and students were affected,
only thanks to volunteer help from Red Deer (including two
Salvation Army officers), did the school pull through the
crisis. Woodsworth made a scathing report to the department:
For sickness, conditions at this school are nothing
less than criminal. We have no isolation ward and
no hospital equipment of any kind. The dead, the
dying, and the sick and the convalescent, were all
together. I think that as soon as possible the
Department should put this school in shape to
fulfil its function as an educational institution.
At present it is disgrace.60
Woodsworth managed to secure department's support, with
economy of course, to pay the undertaker $130 to bury the
dead. The children were buried "as near as possible to that

59]MC,

RG10, vol. 3921, file 116,818-1B, The "Waskasoo"
or "Wawaska§oo", 4 January 1916, 31 May 1916. With the staff
and the girls ill, the assistant farmer and two boys had to
clean and pluck forty chickens.
J.F. Woodsworth to the secretary, 25 November
1918. See Titley "Red Deer," p. 65; Maureen Lux's, "Prairie
Indians and the 1918 Influenza Epidemic" in Native Studies
Review, Vol. 8, No. 1 (1992), pp. 23-33. According to Lux,
this devastating epidemic resulted in 4,000 deaths, or 37.7
deaths per 1,000 population among the Canadian Indians. Ibid.,
p. 25.
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of a pauper:" indeed, they were buried two to a grave.°
Woodsworth, like Barner before him, finally had enough.
Not only was the institution financially bankrupt, but no
significant repairs had been performed for the last twelve
years.62 Furthermore, in addition to the dreadful
consequences of disease and desertions, high staff turnovers
had again become frequent and parental boycott from some of
the reserves continued. Enrolment declined as older boys (and
staff members) left to enlist in the army. General operating
funds had been slashed. The school administration had become
so demoralized, disillusioned, and cash-strapped by 1919 that
Woodsworth told Ferrier of "the oppression, both mental and
physical of the institution:
During the last five months I have not received
enough from the Mission rooms to nearly pay the
salaries. Of course I sent word down that I would
try to get along on the appropriation, but this
year the appropriation has been entirely
insufficient. I have done my best to finance this
institution so that it may not draw largely from
the funds of the society but must confess that with
our present conditions and the insufficient support
given, this has become almost an impossibility.
The oppression, both mentally and physically, has
become almost unbearable... We simply cannot pay

M NAC, RG10, vol. 3921, file 116,818-1B, J.F. Woodsworth
to secretary, 25 November 1918.
621LICA,

Correspondence of the General Secretary & Assistant
Secretary, Foreign Department, Missionary Society, 1919, James
Endicott & Jesse H. Arnup Papers, Box 2, File 30,
Correspondence of Rev. T. Ferrier, Superintendent of Methodist
Indian Schools and Hospitals in Canada, unsigned letter to
D.C. Scott, 12, September 1919.
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our bills.63
At that point the school had a $2,500 note at the bank,
outstanding accounts of $2,000, and an enrolment of forty
students. It required $18,000 to operate for the next fiscal
year. Woodsworth advised closing the school and relocating to
Edmonton.

The Missionary Society and the department

concurred.64
The Red Deer Industrial School closed on September 30,
1919,65 any orphans without a place to go were sent to the
Brandon Industrial School until the school at Edmonton was
completed in 1923.66

J.F. Woodsworth to T. Ferrier, 12 May 1919. Since
the war began, Woodsworth states, the department "made an
advance in their per capita grant of about 7%. The cost of
living in many cases has advanced two or three hundred
percent." He mentions that in some parts of Canada the Church
of England placed the responsibility of operating their
schools upon the government. "In certain cases, we should do
the same "
J.F. Woodsworth to T. Ferrier, 12 May 1919.
65Titley,

"Red Deer," p. 66.

66RAA, RG10, vol. 6350, file 751-1, part 1, unsigned,
untitled, and n.d. report. In Woodsworth's "Story of Indian
Residential School" (an idealized account of the Red Deer
school's closure and its subsequent relocation to Edmonton),
he made a marginal notation about the connotation of
"industrial." "Did not like name Indian industrial School
sounded too much like a prison or reformatory - changed to
Indian Residential School." PAA, 75.387, U.C. 960/330C, J.F.
Woodsworth "Story of Indian Residential School," n.d.
The decision to locate at Edmonton was based on its
proximity to the reserves supplying students. By opening the
Edmonton Residential School the Methodist Church revealed its
continuing belief, despite Barner's recommendation, that their
boarding schools must be located off the reserves.
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CONCLUSION
Why did the Red Deer Industrial School fail? This thesis
has argued that many factors contributed, undercapitalization
by the federal government being one of the most important
causes.

Born in 1893, at a time when the Conservative

administration (in power since 1878) began to reduce its
financial support for Indian education, the institution simply
could not survive the major cut-backs and down-sizing that
followed under the Liberal government from 1896 to 1911.
The per capita grant system directly contributed to the
poor quality of the teaching staff. Although the Department
of Indian Affairs was fully aware that their wage structure
offered only half the salary that teachers earned in the
public school systems, it refused to alter the staff's
salaries. The Methodist Church adhered to this policy, one
which contributed to the continual staff turnovers and the
employment of unqualified personnel. Policy-makers, stationed
in Ottawa, far removed from the school's environment,
concerned themselves uniquely with one issue: fiscal
responsibility.
Another factor which explains the school's failure is the
federal government's omission of school inspections to ensure
that academic programmes were fully maintained. Clifford
Sifton's drastic reductions in the Department of Indian
Affairs staff eliminated the majority of department
inspectors. Red Deer certainly manifests the imprudent result
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of this decision. In investigating the Ross-Kern Affair, or
the ravings of two obviously disgruntled ex-employees, the
department did not inquire into the charges until nine months
later, and then it based its investigation on second hand
sources. Despite a subsequent departmental recommendation
that annual inspections be conducted in industrial schools,
inspections continued to be sporadic.
The school's failure can also be attributed to the
Methodist Church. With its domestic, Chinese, and Japanese
missions, it became over-extended financially and
territorially. Indian missions were clearly subservient to
its overseas work and that among immigrants in Canada. Nor
did the church commit sufficient personnel to oversee the
Indian students welfare. Not until the arrival of Arthur
Barner and Joseph F. Woodsworth did the school put the
concerns of the students first. Unfortunately neither Barner
A or Woodsworth were given the opportunity nor .64e money to
completely implement their programmes.
Parental resistance was also an important factor in
explaining the school's failure. Both the federal government
and the Methodist policy-makers overlooked the wishes of the
parents, which led to a loss of their support. Most parents
wanted their children to receive an education comparable to
non-Indian students. They also preferred to have them close
to their homes.

Initially the Methodist Church and the

government favoured separating the children totally from the
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influence of their families and the reserve.

When the

Department of Indian Affairs, however, shifted its policy to
favour improved day and boarding schools in 1907, it
simultaneously announced it would not pay for the
establishment of individual Methodist boarding schools on the
reserves with large Methodist Indian adherents. Parents from
Morley and Hobbema responded the only way they could: they
boycotted the school.
Parents were also distressed with corporal punishment and
the amount of work that the children had to perform during
Rev. James Rice's administration.

They responded by

withholding their children from the school.
1907 was indeed the watershed for the Red Deer school.
That year Dr. P.H. Bryce disclosed the devastating impact that
tuberculosis had on the Indian community. He also made
numerous recommendations on preventing the disease which the
government chose to ignore. Faulty water and drainage systems
contributed to the spread of disease. Not until Arthur Barner
became principal did these systems operate efficiently.
Overall, of the 224 students enrolled between 1893 and 1907,
56 (25%) died prematurely (either at the school or within a
decade after leaving it). A hospital might have prevented
some of these deaths, but the government never sanctioned one
for Red Deer. A moratorium on repairs, also issued in 1907,
remained in effect until the school closed in 1919.
Yet after having pointed to the negative aspects of the
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Red Deer Industrial School's operation, the school did attain
some positive results.

Students acquired life skills in

agriculture, domesticity, and literacy. A number of them
continued their education at Alberta College. Moreover, the
school contributed to creating apolitical awareness among the
Indian community. In fact, four former students from the Red
Deer School: Albert Lightning, Joe Rabbit, Chief Reuben Bull,
and John Rabbit, were members of the Board of Directors of the
Indian Association of Alberta in 1945.1 This association
still exits today.
Although the school buildings were dismantled at the Red
Deer Industrial School site, its successor, the Edmonton
Residential School, which officially closed in 1968, still has
its buildings intact. Today, even though these structures are
condemned, they stand as tangible and visible testament to
residential education.

On this same site is the Nechi-

Poundmaker Lodge, a centre for the rehabilitation of victims
of substance, physical, sexual, and emotional abuse. Central
to the rehabilitation of victims, and a large component of the
programme, is the focus and re-introduction of aboriginal
culture and spirituality.

1Dion,

p. 176. See Peter Kulchyski's "A Considerable
unrest: F.O. Loft and the League of Indians,: Native Studies
Review, Vol. 4, Nos. 1 & 2, (1988), pp. 95-117, for
background on Indian political organizations.
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